




1992 TOWN AND SCHOOL REPORTS
DEDICATION
The 1 992 report is dedicated to Ed McAsklll. Ed took on the challenge of Planning Board Membership
late in life, beginning in 1 990. He was relied upon for his insight, intuition and calm, steady approach to
problem solving. His ability to quickly grasp issues was remarkable. Ed's dedication and presence has
been greatly missed.
APPRECIATION
Commencing with the 1991 Town Report, the Town will show appreciation to a resident who has
given much of themself for the town.
THE 1992 APPRECIATION IS TO
FRED L O'BRIEN
Fred O'Brien's history of service to the Town of Fremont as a Police Officer spans many years. He was
an officer under former Chief Joseph Bolduc, Sr, from 1966 until he was elected Chief himself in 1974.
Fred successfully defended his position through five elections, until he retired in 1978.
In 1987 Fred returned to public service when he again became an officer of the Police Department.
Because of Fred's vast knowledge of the Town and his proven leadership abilities he again progressed
through the ranks of the police department to his current position of Deputy Chief.
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Elizabeth J. Stanley 1993
TAX COLLECTOR
Mary A. Anderson 1993
TREASURER
Barbara B. Bassett 1993
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK
Mary A. Anderson 1993
ROAD AGENT
Guerwood M. Holmes 1993
CHIEF OF POLICE
Neal R. Janvrin 1993
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
George R. Bassett 1993
Stanley Richardson 1994
Robert A. Waddell 1995
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Marjorie Rislove 1993
Robert A. Waddell 1994
Jacqueline Bernier 1995
MODERATOR
Raymond L. Bernier 1994
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Henry Turner 1994
Matthew E. Thomas 1996
Barbara Baker 1998
BUDGET COMMITTEE
M. Suzanne Maloof appointed to Town Meeting 1993 1993
Robert Horsburgh 1993
P,amela Saidla appointed to Town Meeting 1993 1994
Matthew Thomas 1994
^y Mary Stiner 1995^ James Allen 1995
APPOINTED OFFICIALS
FIRE CHIEF




Peter B. Bolduc 1993
SUPERINTENDENT OF CEMETERY















PLUMBING AND HEATING INSPECTOR
Arthur Nadeau Jr. -Heating Inspector 1993
Keith Stanton-Plumbing Inspector 1993
RECREATION COMMISSION
Helena Dreyer 1993




























Paul Stanley Sub Registrar
Elizabeth J. Stanley Deputy Tax Collector
Robert Horsburgh Representative to SRRDD (53-B)
Robert Larson Alternate Representative to SRRDD (53-B)
Paula Wall Alternate Representative to SRRDD (53-B)
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Richard C. Heselton Fire Warden
Gordon Copp Fire Warden
David Menter Fire Warden
Lloyd Metevier Fire Warden
Fred LeClair Fire Warden
Leon F. Holmes, Sr Fire Warden
Henry Turner Fire Warden
Fred O'Brien Police Officer
Peter Lamb Police Officer
Jeunes Elliott Police Officer
Clifford Emery, Jr Police Officer
Timothy Vincent Police Officer
Ronald Conant Police Officer
Benjamin Kelly Police Officer
Alfred Benedetto Fast Squad
Luke Hassell Fast Squad
Tom Ray Fast Squad
Darryl Turner Fast Squad
Willieun Dunbar Fast Squad
Rich Clark Fast Squad
Kevin Zukas Fast Squad
Andrew Head Fast Squad
Ron DeClerq Fast Squad
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WARRANT FOR 1993 TOWN MEETING
FREMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fremont in the County of Rockingham in said state,
qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
FIRST SESSION FOR VOTING—MARCH 9,1993—FREMONT TOWN HALL—MAIN STREET, FREMONT, NH
TIME: 10:00 AM TO 7:00 PM
ARTICLE 1:
To choose by ballot all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2:
To see if the Town will vote by ballot to amend the zoning ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board a copy of which is posted with the warrant and on file at the Town Clerk
and Selectmen's offices during office hours. Topic description is as follows: remove
Article IV Sections 5A and 5B, change Article IV, Section 8 to require the presence of
a certified soil scientist or other approved official during excavation of test pits
and/or percolation tests that will certify all results with his seal and/or signature.
SECOND SESSION ELLIS SCHOOL MARCH 13, 1993 5:00 PM
ARTICLE 3:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,750.00 (One
thousand seven hundred fifty dollars) for the support of the Richie McFarland
Children's Center for families in need of early intervention services.
ARTICLE 4;
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,700.00 (Two
thousand seven hundred dollars) for the support of The Lamprey Health Care, to assist
in funding the medical program and the senior transportation program.
ARTICLE 5:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200.00 (Two hundred
dollars) for the support of A Safe Place, an emergency shelter and support services for
women in abusive relationships.
ARTICLE 6:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,436.95 (Three
thousand four hundred thirty-six dollars and ninety-five cents) for the support of The
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Association and Hospice for health promotion activities.
ARTICLE 7:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sura of $1,600.00 (One
thousand six hundred Dollars) for the Area Homemaker Home Health Aide Service, to help
people to remain independent in their homes.
ARTICLE 8:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $196.00 (One hundred
ninety-six dollars) for the support of Rockingham Nutrition and Meals On Wheels for
older, homebound and handicap Fremont residents.
ARTICLE 9:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 (Five Hundred
Dollars) for the support of Seacoast Mental Health to provide comprehensive mental
health services for Fremont residents.
ARTICLE 10:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 (Two
thousand five hundred dollars) for the support of Rockingham Counseling Center for
counseling services for Fremont residents.
ARTICLE 11:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,043.00 (Three
thousand forty-three dollars) for the support of Rockingham County Community Action
Program (CAP) for service for Fremont residents.
ARTICLE 12:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $700.00 (Seven hundred
dollars) for the support of Sexual Assault Support Services, a crisis center for women.
ARTICLE 13:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $400.00 (Four hundred
dollars) for the support of Seacoast Hospice, for support to the terminally ill and
their families.
ARTICLE 14:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,500.00 (Six
thousand five hundred dollars) for the sealing of roads.
ARTICLE 15:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,750.00 (One
thousand seven hundred fifty dollars) for EMT Training of Fast Squad members.
ARTICLE 16:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,500.00 (Five
thousand five hundred dollars) to be added to the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund.
ARTICLE 17:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,335.00 (Sixteen
thousand three hundred thirty five dollars) for the purchase of a fully equipped
police cruiser and to authorize the withdrawal of same from the Capital Reserve Fund.
ARTICLE 18:
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions
of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of a winter maintenance supply building and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 (Five thousand dollars) to be placed in this fund.
ARTICLE 19;
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions
of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of a snow plow and raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 (Two thousand dollars) to be placed in this fund.
ARTICLE 20:
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions
of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of a Sander and raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00
(Two thousand dollars) to be placed in this fund.
ARTICLE 21:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,687.00 (Four
thousand six hundred eighty-seven dollars) for street light conversion.
ARTICLE 22:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,475.00 (Five
thousand four hundred seventy-five dollars) for the Hepatitis B innoculations to be
provided to individuals of the Fast Squad, Police and Fire Departments.
BUDGET COMMITTEE DOES NOT RECOMMEND $1,925.00)
ARTICLE 23:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,900.00 (Six
thousand nine hundred dollars) to perform an update on property assessments.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 24:
To hear the report of the Budget Committee and take such action as the Town deems
necessary.
ARTICLE 25;
To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges for the ensuing
year and make appropriations of the same.
ARTICLE 26;
To see if the Town will vote to accept deeded title from C.E.D. Realty Trust for
approximately 2400 feet of road, known as Taylor Lane. The Town to hold a $5,000.00
(Five thousand dollar) maintenance bond for 1 year after acceptance of the roads.
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ARTICLE 27:
To see if the Town will vote to accept deeded title from the Lauter Group, Inc. for
approximately 3,081 feet of road known as Whittier Drive Extension. The Town to hold
a $5,000.00 (Five thousand dollar) maintenance bond for 1 year after acceptance of the
roads.
ARTICLE 28:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the semi-annual collection of taxes pursuant
to RSA 76:15-a.
ARTICLE 29:
To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation
of taxes.
ARTICLE 30;
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend
without further action by Town Meeting, money from State, Federal of other governmental
unit or a private source which becomes available during the fiscal year pursuant to RSA
31:95-b.
ARTICLE 31:
To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell property accjuired by
Tax Collectors deed at public auction or by advertised sealed bids.
ARTICLE 32:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell property
acquired by the Town by tax collector's deed at public auction or by advertised sealed
bids, or to convey the property to the previous owner for all back taxes, costs and
interest due.
ARTICLE 33:
To see if the Town will vote to change the current maintenance bond policy on newly
accepted roads to 2 years and the amount of bond held to be $5,000.00 for the first
3,000 linear feet and $1.50per linear foot that exceeds 3,000 feet.
ARTICLE 34:
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Note: In accordance with RSA 39:2A adopted at the March Town Meeting of 1972 the FIRST
session of the Town Meeting for the choice of Town Officers for the ensuing year and
zoning ordinances will open on March 9, 1993 at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon and
remain open until 7:00 o'clock in the evening. The SECOND session for consideration
of the remainder of the Warrant Article will be held at the Ellis School (Pettengill
Hall) on Saturday, March 13, 1993 at 5:00 o'clock in the evening.
Given under our hands and seal this 16th day of February in the year of our Lord
Ninet,een hundred apd ninety three.^̂.g<
Pecar B. Boldwc _^





BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
,'^isn.Nut
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF FREMONT N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , 19.93_ to December 31 , 19l3_ or for Fiscal Yea
From 19 to 19
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5
Budget Committee: (Please sign in ink) ^_Qatp februay B, la^J
C^^ttiLiauaa 43. ^"1 m/^ft i
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4130 Executive 23,400 22,393 24,550 24,550
4140 Elec, Reg, & Vital Stat. 2,660 3,604 940 940
4150 Financial Administration 22,250 21,989 25,150 25,150
4152 Revaluation of Property * 9,000 10,098 10,000 10,000
4153 Legal Expense 10,000 4,337 10,000 10,000
4155 Employee Benefits 16,463 17,247 19,500 19,500
4191 Planning and Zoning 3,700 3,363 3,700 3,700
4194 General Government BIdg. 23,280 22,161 27,400 25,400 2,000
4195 Cemeteries 3,600 3,474 4,000 4,000
4196 Insurance 25,000 25,227 27,000 27,000
4197 Advertising and Reg. Assoc. 4,002 1,537 4,000 4,000
*4452- Assessment Update 99 6,900 6,900
4 1 99 Other General Government 4,400 4,025 4,800 4,800
PUBLIC SAFETY
4210 Police 46,620 46,335 52,680 52,680
4215 Ambulance 6.580 6,580 7,355 7,355
4220 Fire 30,192 28,216 30,150 30,150
4240-Building Inspection 4,277 6,020 5,005 5,005
4290Emergency Management 300 207 300 300
4299^ast Squad ** 2,000 2,906 2,250 2,250
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
4312 Highways and Streets 113,400 118,261 120,400 120,400
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting 3,300 3,391 3,500 3,500
4M6-*eplace Lights ?1 4,687 4,687
4349-8ealing Roads 14 6,500 6,500
SANITATION
4323 Solid Waste Collection 44.646 43.625 47.041 47.041
4324 solid Waste Disposal 63,934 55.415 69.770 69.770
4325- Dump Closure 13,900
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT
4332 Water Services
4335 , Water Treatment
— —
HEALTH
4414 Pest Control 2.685 1,639 2.500 2.500
441 5 Health Agencies and Hospitals





4442 Direct Assistance 6.500 5.199 6,500 6,500
4444 Intergovernmental Welf. Pay'ts.
4445- Vendor Payments X 16,398 16,398 17,026 17,026
— —
) *«^ast Squad Training 15 1,750 1,750
Sub-Totals (carry to top of page 3) 502,487 473,647 550,829 539,954 10,875




























Sub-Totals (from page 2) 502,487 473.647 550.829 539,954 10,875
CULTURE AND RECREATION
4520 Parks and Recreation 7,662 6,035 8.950 7,950 1,000
4550 Library 8,881 8.661 9.356 9,356
4583 Patriotic Purposes 850 395 1.000 1,000
— —
CONSERVATION
4612 Purchase of Natural Res.










4711 Princ.-Long Term Bonds & Notes 25,000 25,000 25.000 25.000
4721 Int.-Long Term Bonds & Notes 3,500 3,500 1.763 1,763
4723 Interest on TAN 30,000 21,629 30,000 30.000
— —
CAPITAL OUTLAY






4914 To Capital Reserve Funds:
49i5- Police Cruiser 16 4.000 4.000 5.500 5.500
49i5- Sander 20 2,000 2.000
4^5- Plow 1 q 2.000 2.000
4945- Highway Malnt. Bldg. 1 R 5,000 5,000
4916 To Trust and Agency Funds:
(RSA31:19-a)
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 583,625 544,112 658,933 647,058 11,875
* Enter in these columns the numbers which wen) revised and approved by DRA and which appear on the current tax rate papers.
HELP! We ask your asslsta
than one (1) warran
rate process by redu
Acct.
4445





lowing: If you have a line item of appropriation v
ise use the space below to identify the make-up of






e up of appropriations from more





































3120 Land Use Change Taxes 4.000. 7J1 700. 700
3160 Resident Taxes
3165 Yield Taxes 2.00.0 2.519 2,000 2,000
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes
3190 int. & Pen. on Delinquent Taxes 20.000 44.246 25,000 25,000
Inventory Penalties 2.000 4.962 3,000 3,000
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits BldE.Plbg.Elec e ;c 6.000 7.905 6.O0O 6,000
3220 Motor Vehlcie Permit Fees 150.000 171,654 160^000 160,000
3290 Other Licenses, Permits & Fees Doe fines 1,000 1.580 1,000 1,000
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE
3351 Shared Revenue 25.000 36.413 25.000 25,000
3353 Highway Block Grant 35,453 35,453 42,403 42.403
3354 Water Pollution Grants
3356 State & Fed. Forest Land Relmb.
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement




3401 Income from Departments Hearings 7,000 3,800 7 000., ?,nnn
3409 Other Charges 2.00O 900 i;ooo 1,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 Sale of Municipal Property lOO 500 200 200
3502 Interest on Investments 3.217 3,000 3,000
3509 Other





3915 Capital Reserve Funds 66.000
3915 Police Cruiser 1 7 16.335 16,335
3916 ' Trust and Agency Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
3934 Proc. from Long Term Notes & Bonds
Fund Balance:
Items Vbted From Surplus
Remainder of Surplus
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 320,553 314,193 287,638 287,638
'EntBr In this column the nunt)ers which wbtb revised and approved tyDM and which apf.
Total Appropriations
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Property Taxes
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and Countv Taxes)






BUDGET OF THE 1
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FISCAL YEAR ENOIJffi: 12/51/93 :ite1




2. Principle: Lanfl-Tee* Scrds S Mete* 25,000.00
3. Interest: Larg-Ter« Bcrds I Motes 1,763.00
*. Capital (Xitlay* Funded Fro« Lorg-Ter»
Bcrds S Motes per USA 33:8 t 33:7-b.
5, Iterdatory AsseasMnt-s
6. TOTAL aCLUSICMS (SUB o-f rtMS 2-5) 26,763.00
7. AHOUMT RECCMIEJCeO L£SS RECOIWENOES
EXCUISICM AW3UMTS (Line 1 less line 6) 620,295.00
8. Line 7 tiaes 108 62,029.50
THIS IS THE nAXmm ALLOWABLE IMCREASE OTHER THAN COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ITEMS
MAXIMUM AMOUNT THAT MAY BE
APPROPRIATED 682,324.50
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATIONS





NET VALUATION FOR TAX RATE 137,192,380.00
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
AND TAXES ASSESSED
Net Town Appropriations 334,895.00
Net School Appropriations 2,268,456.00
County Tax 119,904.00
Total Town, School, and County 2,723,255.00
Deduct Total Business Profits Tax 47,503.00
War Service Credits 14,400.00
Overlay 16,654.00
Property Taxes to be Raised 2,706,806.00
Tax Rate 2,706,806 divided by 137,192,380
$19.73 per $1,000.00 valuation











Cash on hand. Checking Account
January 1, 1992 $527,432.52
Cash received all sources $4,263,646.16
TOTAL $4,791,078.68
Checking Account Balance
December 31, 1992 $824,552.13





MINUTES FOR 1992 TOWN MEETING
FREMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FIRST SESSION FOR VOTING - MARCH 10, 1992
The meeting was opened at 10:00 am by Raymond Bernier, Town Moderator,
read. Maureen Buhrman, School Moderator, read the School Warrant.
The warrant was
Ballots were counted and the voting proceeded. The absentee ballots were open at
pm. The polls closed at 7:00 pm. The following teams were set by the moderator as
counters:
-Town - Leon Holmes, Dot Beede, Roberta Stevens
-Town - Richard Heselton, Barbara Munsey, Michael Miller
-Town - Gene Cordes, Marion Ganley, Charles Buhrman
-Town - Peter Bolduc, Bessie Healey, Mary Kate Bartley
-School - Douglas Murphy, Neal Janvrin, Mary Anderson, Gertrude Butler
The results were announced as follows:
ARTICU! 1:
To choose by ballot all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
Town Clerk
Elizabeth J. Stanley - 495
Write-in
Richard Heselton - 2
Elisabeth J. Stanley declared the winner.
Deputy Town Clerk













Pat Martel - 2
Louise Rowe - 1
Sue Herr - 1
Nancy Walter -1
Jeff Philbrick - 1




Michael J. O'Keefe - 345
Write-in
Leon Holmes Sr.- 54
Jerry Hopkins - 36
Jeff Philbrick -3
George Baker - 2
Bob* Rydeen - 2
Dorene Heselton-1
Mary Stiner - 2
Clifford Emery Jr
Tom McGall - 1
Alfred Benedetto -
Brooks Braley - 1
Jerry Bolduc - 3
Robert Larson - 1
- 1
Michael J. O'Keefe declared the winner.
Treasurer
Barbara B. Bassett - 466
Write-ins
Cheryl Hopkins - 1 Richard Heselton - 1
Barbara B. Bassett declared the winner.
Tax Collector





John Lavery - 1
Steve Menard - 1
Lori Holmes - 1
418










Mary A. Anderson declared the winner.
Patty Martel - 2
Sheryl Bolduc - 1
Jeff Philbrick - 1
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Road Agent
William G. Copp - 195
Guerwood M. Holmes - 334
Write-ins
Leon Holmes Sr. -1
Joseph Bolduc -4
Leon Holmes Jr. -4
Ty Bolduc - 1
Guerwood Holmes declared the winner.
Richard Heselton - 1
Charles Bolduc - 3
Steve Rislove - 1
Auditor
Pearl Holmes -2






Charles Rowe - 1
Cheryl Hopkins-12
Cindy Royea - 1
Jerry Robinson - 1
Ted Spear - 6
Guerwood Holmes -2
Robert Waddell - 1
Sandra Plante - 1
George Baker - 1
Cheryl Woodman - 1
Mary Anderson - 1




Neal R. Janvrin - 450
Write-ins
James Elliott - 1
Rick Bass - 1
Paul Stevens - 8
Fred O'Brien - 4
Ben Kelley - 1
Steve Warnock - 1
Dick Johnson-2
Neal Janvrin declared the winner.
Hal Sherman - 1
Jackie Bernier - 1
Laurie Clifford - 1
Ruth Doucette - 1
Ed Burke - 1
Sue Herr - 1
Chickee Bolduc - 1
Leon Holmes - 1
Jane Braley - 1
Barb Baker - 1
John Bolduc - 1
Bob Rydeen - 1
Sandy Mercier - 1
Sheryl Bolduc - 3
Matthew Thomas - 1
James Mercier - 1
Brian McNulty - 1
Mary Jo Gleed - 1
Dave Gaul in - 1
Jack Baker - 2
the winner.
Ben Kelley - 1
Guerwood Holmes - 1
Cheryl Woodman - 2
Richard Heselton - 2
Pat Kelly - 1
Jonathan Kelly - 1
Trustee of Trust Funds
Robert A. Waddell - 437
Write-ins
William Copp - 1
Elaine McGall - 1
Matthew Thomas - 2
Barbara Baker - 1
Cheryl Bolduc - 1
Robert A. Waddell declared the winner.
Ruth Doucette - 1
Kris Magnusson - 1
Jackie Bernier - 1





Robert Waddell - 2
Paul Stanley - 1
Marlene Emery - 2
Maria Knee - 2
Michael Roy-1
Mary Stiner - 7
Charles Rowe-1
Mary Anderson-1
Sue Maloof - 1
Pauline Wall - 4
Marian Ganley - 1
Jackie Bernier declared
Jesse Bolduc - 1
Richard Heselton - 1
Bessie Healey - 1
Sue Herr - 1
Jackie Bernier - 9
Matthew Thomas - 1
Sheryl Bolduc - 1
Malcolm Wetherbee - 1
Mary Kate Bartley - 1
Beth Elliott - 1
Betty Stanley - 1
Sue Maloof - 1




James Allen - 285
Mary T. Stiner - 329
Robert A. Waddell - 248
Write-ins
Harold Sherman - 1
Ray Bernier - 1
Jerry Hopkins - 1
Lynn Benedetto-1
Kathi Copp - 1
James Allen and Mary T,
Nancy Walker - 1
Steve Englert - 1
Sheryl Hopkins - 2
Bob Wines - 1
Stiner declared the winner.
Moderator
Raymond L. Bernier - 451
Write-ins
Robert Waddell - 2 Richard Johnson
Robert Rydeen - 1 John Bolduc - 1
Mary Anderson - 1 Don Ryan - 1
Raymond L. Bernier declared the winner.
Supervisor of Checklist
Gertrude Butler - 454
Write-ins
Kathi Blades - 1
Ray Bernier - 1
Barbara Baker- 5
John Bolduc - 1
Gertrude Butler declared the winner
Sharon Thomas - 1
Mary Anderson - 2
Roberta Stevens - 1
School Results - Maureen Buhrman, School Moderator, announced the results of the
school.
Moderator
Maureen Buhrman - 455
Write-ins
Ray Bernier - 1
James Mercier - 1
Richard Heselton - 1
School Clerk
Mary Kate Bartley - 453
Write-ins
Cheryl Hopkins - 1
Betty Stanley - 1
School Board - a
Chris Kenneway - 2 50
Suzanne Maloof - 221
Michael Miller - 279
Don Ryan - 215
Write-ins
Paul Fazzi - 3
Mary Murphy - 1
Alan Rislove - 1
Robert Rydeen - 1
Richard Maloof - 1
Richard Heselton - 1
to be elected
Richrd Heselton - 1
Aja Mahoney - 1
Treasurer
Elizabeth J. Stanley - 491
Write-ins
Richard Heselton - 2 Cheryl Hopkins - 1
ARTICLE 2:
To see if the Town will vote by ballot to amend the zoning ordinance as proposed by the.
Planning Board a copy of which is posted with the warrant and on file at the town clerk
and selectmen's offices during office hours. Topic description is as follows: remove
outdated growth control ordinance Article IV-A, change Article V to use most current
BOCA code, change Article V-A to have Planning Board regulate gravel operations, and
change Article IX to eliminate redundant wording.
Yes - 243 No - 136
Article passed by ballot vote.
SECOND SESSION ELLIS SCHOOL MARCH 14, 1992 5:00 PM
Raymond Bernier, Moderator, called the meeting to order at 5:25 pm. Voters checked
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into the meeting with the Supervisors of the Checklist and all registered voters were
given a voting card to be used on all votes. Mr. Bernier read the election results and
commented on the typographical error on page 3 of the warrant—the year should have
been 1992 as listed on the first page.
Mr. Bernier introduced the present Board of Selectmen and outgoing Selectmen of 9
years, Leon Holmes.
ARTICLE 3: (On petition 32 legal voters)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $400.00 (Four hundred
dollars) to assist Seacoast Hospice, an organization dedicated to promoting the quality
of life for the terminally ill patient and supporting the family through bereavement.
Gene Cordes moved the article; Leon Holmes seconded. Mrs. Nancy Chase representative
from this agency explained the services provided.
Article passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 4: (On petition of 25 legal voters)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 (Five hundred
dollars) for the support of the Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister of New Hampshire, an
agency that provides services for children, their families, and potential Big
Brothers/Big Sisters. (Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
Mary Anderson moved the article; Leon Holmes seconded. Mr. Bill Horney, representative
from this agency, explained the services provided.
Discussion followed.
Article defeated by majority vote.
ARTICLE 5: (On petition of 36 legal voters)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,750.00 (Four
thousand Seven Hundred Fifty dollars) to cover the cost of surveying and setting corner
markers for the so-called Oak Ridge Conservation Lands, consisting of some 109 acres,
more or less, and fronting the west side of Ridge Road, as acquired by action of the
Fremont Town Meeting in consideration of Article 16 on March 11, 1981.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded.
Artemas Richardson, representative from the Conservation Commission, explained the
merits of this article.
Robert Horsburgh made the motion to amend the article to add: The Conservation
Commission be authorized to proceed with the survey only on the basis that there is no
net costs to the town in this fiscal year. Elizabeth Stanley seconded.
Further discussion. Hal Sherman called the question. Leon Holmes seconded.
Amendment defeated by majority vote. Further discussion. Williaun Copp called the
question. Elizabeth Stanley seconded.
Article defeated by majority vote.
ARTICLE 6: (On petition of 50 legal voters)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of money not to exceed
$7,000.00 (Seven Thousand Dollars) for the purchase and installation of a playground
area with equipment at the Fremont Memorial Park. (Not Recommended by the Budget
Committee)
Leon Holmes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded.
Explanation by Brooks Braley and Helena Dreyer, recreation members. Discussion
followed. Kathy Copp called the question, Leon Holmes seconded.
Article defeated by majority vote.
ARTICLE 7:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,947.00 (Four
Thousand Nine Hundred Forty Seven Dollars) for the street light conversion.
Gene Cordes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded.
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Selectmen Gene Cordes explained the article. Discussion followed. Robert Waddell
called the question, Peter Bolduc seconded.
Article defeated by majority vote.
ARTICLE 8:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $13,500.00 (Thirteen
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars) for the sealing of roads.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded. Discussion followed. Guerwood
Holmes, Road Agent, explained the roads to be sealed and the purpose of the sealing.
Hal Sherman made the motion to amend the article to $5,000. Paul Fazzi seconded the
motion. Further discussion. Kathy Copp called the question; Peter Bolduc seconded.
Amendment defeated by hand vote — yes-104 no-132
Further discussion on article. Leon Holmes called the question; Peter Bolduc seconded.
Article defeated by hand vote — yes-99 no-149.
ARTICLE 9:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,700.00 (One
Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars) for the purpose of a hazardous waste collection.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded.
Gene Cordes, selectman, requested that the voters defeat this article as the district
is completing a hazardous waste collection.
Article defeated by majority vote.
ARTICLE 10:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $13,900.00 (Thirteen
Thousand Nine Hundred Dollars) for the installation and Seimpling of monitoring wells
at the old dump site on Danville Road.
Gene Cordes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded. Explanation was given by
selectmen. Discussion followed.
Jim Allen called the question; Peter Bolduc seconded.
Passed by majority vote,
ARTICLE lit
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $920.00 (Nine Hundred
Twenty Dollars) for the survey, plan, and common boundaries of tax map lots 2-35 and
2-36.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded.
Explanation and discussion followed. Elizabeth Stanley called the question; Leon
Holmes seconded.
Article defeated by hand vote - yes-92 no-135
The moderator announced that he had received a request from 5 voters that the next
article be a secret ballot.
ARTICLE 12:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $76,000.00 (Seventy
Six Thousand Dollars) for the purchase of 10.05 acres as shown on the tax map of the
Town of Fremont, NH as lot 2-40 on the terms and conditions on an agreement between the
Town of Fremont and Allen Copp pending town meeting vote.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded. Discussion followed. An
explanation was given by the selectmen and the town assessor was asked to give
information about the value of this property. Much discussion followed.
Mary Anderson called the question; Leon Holmes seconded.
The moderator announced that the town meeting would continue and how the ballot vote
would be cast. Neal Janvrin, Police Chief, helped in moving voters through the
checklist.
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The b Hots wex ;ast and th'^ town meeting continuedJ* The results of this article were
announced after Article 32.
ARTICLE 13:
To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the capital reserve fund established in
1982 as the Riverside Drive Area Substation. The funds with accumulated interest to
date of withdrawal to be transferred to general fund.
Gene Cordes made the motion to move this article until the results from the vote on
Article 12 are given. Mary Anderson seconded. Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 14:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 (Four
Thousand Dollars) to be added to the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund.
Gene Cordes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded. Explanation followed.
Charles Kimball called the question; Peter Bolduc seconded.
Article passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 15:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $125.00 (One Hundred
Twenty Five Dollars) to support the Rockingham Nutrition Program's meals services for
older, homebound and handicapped Fremont residents.
Gene Cordes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded.
No discussion.
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 16:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,625.00 (Two
Thousand Six Hundred Twenty Five Dollars) for the support of Laimprey Health Care for
the medical program and senior citizen transportation program.
Mary Anderson moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded.
Explanation of services were given.
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 17:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum $2,845.00 (Two Thousand
Eight Hundred Forty Five Dollars) for the support of Rockingham County Community Action
Program Inc. (CAP) for services to Fremont residents.
Mary Anderson moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded.
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 18:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 (Two
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars) for the support of Rockingham Counseling Center for
counseling for Fremont residents.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Mary Anderson seconded.
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 19:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 (Five Hundred
Dollars) for the support of Seacoast Mental Health Center, Inc. to provide
comprehensive mental health services for Fremont residents.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded. Discussion/explanation
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 20:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 (One
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars) for the support of The Richie McFarland Children's
Center for families in need of early intervention services.
Leon Homes moved the article. Peter Bolduc seconded. Discussion/explanation.
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 21:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,437.00 (Three
Thousand Four Hundred Thirty Seven Dollars) for the support of Rockingham Visiting
Nurse Association for health promotion activities.
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Leon Holmes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded. Discussion/explanation.
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 22:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,600.00 (One
Thousand Six Hundred Dollars) for the support of Area Homemaker Home Health Aide
Service, Inc. to help people to remain independent in their homes.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded. Discussion/explanation.
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 23:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200.00 (Two Hundred
Dollars) for the support of A Safe Place, an emergency shelter and support services for
women in abusive relationships.
Mary Anderson moved the article; Leon Holmes seconded. Discussion/explanation
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 24:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $666.00 (Six Hundred
Sixty Six Dollars) for the support of Sexual Assault Support Services, a sexual assault
crisis center for women.
Mary Anderson moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded. Discussion/explanation.
Article passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 25:
To hear the report of the Budget Committee and take such action as the Town deems
necessary.
Mary Anderson made the motion to not consider Article 25 and 26 until after the results
from Article 12 and 13 are given. (See after article 32)
ARTICLE 26:
To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges for the ensuing
year and make appropriations of the same. (After Article 32)
ARTICLE 27:
To see if the Town will vote to reclassify from Class VI to Class V the segment of the
highway known as Ridge Road running northerly from Route 107 approximately 300' to the
road in the Poplin Acres Subdivision.
Gene Cordes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded.
Discussion followed; explanation was given by Road Agent and Selectmen.
Jim Allen called the question; Mary Anderson seconded.
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 28:
To see if the Town will vote to accept deeded title from Charles & Louise Rowe to the
right of way and paved sections of the following roads: approximately 100' of Rowe
Drive running in a westerly direction from Ridge Road; approximately 100' of Ann Lane
running in a westerly direction from Ridge Road, and approximately 2, 000 'of Ridge Road
running easterly 300' in from Route 107. The Town to hold a $5,000.00 (Five Thousand
Dollar) maintenance bond for 1 year after acceptance of the roads.
Gene Cordes moved the article; Leon Holmes seconded. Discussion followed regarding the
amount of the bond. Road Agent was asked for his opinion on this acceptance.
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 29:
To see if the town will take deeded title to the right of way and paved sections of
Lyford Glen as shown on subdivision plan entitled D19393 from John Grammas consisting
of the following roads: 858' of Lyford's Drive, 3,142' of Sleeper Circle and 650' (Six
Hundred Fifty Feet) of Robinson Court from John Grammas. The Town to hold a $5,000.00
(Five Thousand Dollar) maintenance bond for 1 year after acceptance of the road.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Gene Cordes seconded. Brief discussion
Passed by majority vote.
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ARTICLE 30:
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of
taxes.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Mary Anderson seconded. Discussion and explanation on
the purpose of this article. It was explained that this article is necessary in order
to borrow money until the tax money is received at the end of the year.
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 31:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept
and expend without further action by the Town Meeting, money from State, Federal or
other governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the fiscal
year pursuant to RSA 31:95-b.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Mary Anderson seconded.
Passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 32:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell property
acquired by Tax Collectors Deed at Public Auction or by advertised sealed bids.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Gene Cordes seconded. Discussion followed.
Robert Wines made the motion to amend the article to delete "or by advertised sealed
bids". Seconded by Elizabeth Stanley. Further discussion.
Amendment defeated by majority vote.
Robert Horsburg made the suggestion that perhaps another year the town might consider
adding the words "and opened at a pubic meeting".
Passed by majority vote.
Article 12, 13, 25, 26:
Results of Article 12 were announced:
yes-105 No-160. Article defeated by secret ballot vote.
Article 13:
Leon Holmes moved to table the article; Elizabeth Stanley seconded the motion.
Discussion followed. Point of order was made as to whether an article can be discussed
when motion to table was made. This could be done. Further discussion.
Passed by majority vote to table this article.
Article 25:
Leon Holmes moved the article; Gene Cordes seconded. Jim Allen, Budget Committee,
offered the report of the Budget Committee at an amount of the budget committee's
bottom lines less the articles previously deleted (583,625)
Article 26: - ^ "^
Mary Anderson moved the article; Leon Holmes seconded.
Hal Sherman made the motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $526,682 (the amount
of the 1991 budget) to defray Town charges for the ensuing year. Mrs. Walker seconded
the motion.
Jim Allen made the motion to amend the amount to $583,625.
The moderator announced that he had received a request for a secret ballot on this
vote. Further discussion followed on the amount. Discussion also followed on whether
this article must be by secret ballot. The moderator stated that it had to be unless
the number on the signed request was below 5 names. The moderator asked if there were
any members present who signed the request for the secret ballot who would withdraw
their names. Mrs. Waters, Mrs. Walker, Paul Fazzi and Hal Sherman withdrew their names
and a hand vote was taken on the article and amendment.
Vote on amendment - yes-122 No-53 Amendment passed.
Article as amended passed by majority vote.
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ARTICLE 33: (On petition of 31 legal voters)
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to publish an annual listing
of all properties under current use adjustment in Fremont.
Mary Anderson moved the article; Leon Holmes seconded.
Gene Cordes offered an amendment to add the last sentence (typographical error) : Such
listing is to include the current use assessment and appraised full market value of
each property. Mary Anderson seconded the amendment.
Paula Wall made the motion to consider Article 34 after 33 as it has a direct effect
on this article. Passed by majority vote to consider this after article 34.
ARTICLE 34:
To see if the Town will vote to rescind the vote at the March 1969 Town Meeting
requiring that assessed values of individual parcels of real estate be published each
even numbered year, beginning in 1970.
Leon Holmes moved the article; Peter Bolduc seconded. Explanation and discussion
followed.
Article defeated by majority vote.
Article 33:
Discussion back to this article. Amendment passed by majority vote.
A motion from the floor was made to amend the amendment and the article to read: "To
see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to publish a listing every even
numbered year with the town assessment of all ..... Seconded by Mary Anderson.
Amendment passed by majority vote.
Article with amendments passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 35:
To see if the town will vote to authorize the semi-annual collection of taxes pursuant
to RSA 76:15-a.
Leon Holmes moved the article. Elizabeth Stanley seconded the motion. Discussion and
explanation followed. Gene Cordes called the question; Mary Anderson seconded.
Article defeated by majority vote.
ARTICLE 36:
To see if the town will vote to authorize the prepayment of taxes and authorize the tax
collector to accept these payments pursuant to RSA 80:52-a.
Mary Anderson moved the article; Gene Cordes seconded. Explanation/discussion
Article passed by majority vote.
ARTICLE 37:
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
A motion was made by Mrs. Cunningham and duly seconded to reconsider Article 12. The
moderator announced that this was a legal motion if she voted in the prevailing vote
(no) and she stated that she did. Much discussion followed. A motion and a second by
many voters to table the motion was ruled out of order. Robert Wines asked for a
division of the house which would overrule the moderator. This was seconded. A vote
of yes 101 and no 35 was made to overrule the moderator, therefore, the motion to table
was overruled.
Richard Heselton thanked the town for the Appreciation Page in the Town Report in honor
of his father.
Hal Sherman thanked Leon Holmes for his 9 years of service to the town.
Leon Holmes made the motion to adjourn. Mary Anderson seconded. Meeting adjourned at
12:10 am.
Respectfully submitted,




FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1992
APPROPRIATION AMOUNT RECEIPT. EXPEN. UNEXP. OVER-
& REIMB. BALANCE DRAFTS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Executive $23,400.00 .00 22,392.50 1,007.50 .00
Elect.,Reg. Vitals 2,660.00 .00 3,604.47 .00 944.47
Executive Admin. 22,250.00 .00 21,988.55 261.45 .00
Cemeteries 3,600.00 .00 3,474.00 126.00 .00
General Government Bidg. 23,280.00 .00 22,160.56 1,119.44 .00
Building Inspection 4,277.00 7,400.00 6,020.00 5,657.00 .00
Reappraisal of Property 9,000.00 .00 10,097.50 .00 1,097.50
Planning and Zoning 3,700.00 1,720.00 3,362.25 2,057.75 .00
Legal Expenses 10,000.00 .00 4,337.00 5,663.00 .00
Advertis. & Reg. Assoc. 4,002.00 .00 1.536.76 2,465.24 .00
PUBLIC SAFETY
Police Department 46,620.00 250.00 46,335.19 534.81 .00
Fire Department 30,192.00 333.00 28,215.82 2,309.18 .00
Civil Defense 300.00 .00 206.26 93.74 .00
Fast Squad 2,000.00 .00 2,906.06 .00 906.06
Animal Control 2,685.00 .00 1,638.24 1,046.76 .00
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maint.-Winter/Summ.l 13,400.00 580.00 118,260.60 .00 4,280.60
Street Lighting 3,300.0 .00 3,391.15 .00 91.15
SANITATION
Solid Waste Disposal 63,934.00 961.75 55,414.42 9,481.33 .00
Solid Waste Collection 44,646.00 .00 43,624.50 1,021.50 .00
Dump Closure 13,900.00 .00 507.90 13,392.10 .00
HEALTH
Hospitals and Ambulance 6,580.00 .00 6,580.00 .00 .00
Rock. Counseling 2,500.00 .00 2,500.00 .00 .00
Rock. Visiting Nurse 3,437.00 .00 3,437.00 .00 .00
Seacoast Mental Health 500.00 .00 500.00 .00 .00
Rock. Nutrition 125.00 .00 125.00 .00 .00
Seacoast Hospice 400.00 .00 400.00 .00 .00
WELFARE
General Assistance 6,500.00 394.58 5,198.67 1,695.91 .00
Richie McFarland 1,500.00 .00 1,500.00 .00 .00
Homemaker Health 1,600.00 .00 1,600.00 .00 .00
Rock. Comm. Action Prog. 2,845.00 .00 2,845.00 .00 .00
Lamprey River Health 2,625.00 .00 2,625.00 .00 .00
A Safe Place 200.00 .00 200.00 .00 .00
Sexual Assault 666.00 .00 666.00 .00 .00
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 8,881.00 .00 8,660.64 220.36 .00
Parks and Recreation 7,662.00 .00 6,034.83 1,627.17 .00
Patriotic Purposes 850.00 .00 394.88 455.12 .00
Conservation Commission 1,245.00 .00 1,245.00 .00 ,00
DEBT SERVICE
Princ.-Long-Term Bond 25,000.00 .00 25,000.00 .00 .00
Interest-Long-Term Bond 3,500.00 .00 3,500.00 .00 .00




Payments to Capital Reserve:
Police Cruiser 4,000.00 .00 4,000.00 .00 .00
MISCELLANEOUS
Insurance 25,000.00 759.92 25,226.99 532.93 .00
Workmens Comp. & PICA 16,463.00 6,981.25 17,246.77 6,197.48 .00
Town Reports 4,400.00 .00 4,024.53 375.47 .00
Total Appropriations $583,625.00 $19,380.50 $544,612.37 $65,712.91 $7,319.78
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT - 1992
Petty Cash Account:
Gash on Hand - 1/1/92 147.01
Donations & Copier 140.00
Book Replacement, etc. 19.96
Total Income 296.97
Expenses:





Cash on Hand 12/31/92 162.92
Circulation:
Adult Fiction 1865
Adult Non Fiction 673
Youth, Juvenile, Elementary 1996
Miscellaneous tapes, etc. 26
Total Circulation 4560





CASH ON HAND, DECEMBER 31, 1992 /
Checking Account $824,552.13
Conservation Commission 1,676.32
Conservation Commission CD 2,970.29
Lyford Glenn Bond 5,936.23
D. C.H.Bond 15,362.06
Lauter Group Bond ... 5,040.98









Levy of 1990 $67,268.43
UNREDEEMED TAXES
Levy of 1991 $120,308.07
UNCOLLECTED TAXES
Levy of 1992 $348,592.39
TOTAL UNREDEEMED AND UNCOLLECTED TAXES $536,168.89
GRAND TOTAL $1,510,950.61
LIABILITIES -
Dump Closure-Article 10, 1992 13,900.00
Unexpended Conservation Funds $1 ,676.32
Unexpended Conservation CD 2,970.28
Lyford Glen Bond 5,936.23
DCH Bond 15,362.06
Lauter Group Bond 5,040.98
Meeting House Restoration 11 ,489.56
Capital Reserve Fund Library 21,147.17
Capital Reserve Fund Fire House 69,677.66
Capital Reserve Fund Cruiser 14,712.48
Capital Reserve Fund Rescue Vehicle 2,216.84




SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY

















Parks, commons, and playgrounds
Schools, land and buildings, equipment 2
All lands and buildings acquired through Tax Collector's Deed
a. Pettengill Land, Lot 2-50
b. Kelly Land, Lot 2-38
c. Ranfos Land, Lot 7-86
d. Lot 1-19
e. Lot 2-105-26A
All other property and equipment
a. Old Meeting House
Historical Society
Duston Land, Boggs Bridge Lot 1-36
D. C. Howard Land, Lot 2-22-33-2
Village Cemetery, Lot 2-1-3
Old Dump Site, Lot 2-31
R & S Land, Lot 2-77-2A
R & S Land, Lot 2-77-2B
Cemetery, Lot 3-115
Cemetery, Lot 2-128




Whittier Land, Lot 5-56
Leavitt Cemetery, Lot 6-12
Sleeper Cemetery, Lot 6-37






Lot 2-156-1-24 Copson Property
Lot 4-4 Hamlin Estate
Lot 4-16 Hamlin Estate
Lot 5-14 Hamlin Estate























































































STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
New Hampshire Municipal Bond Bank





















































Totals 131,824.00 26,840.40 158,664.40 158,664.40
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1992




UNCOLLECTED TAXES—BEGINNING OF FISCAL YEAR
Property Taxes 409,279.20
TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR:
Property Tax 2,700,862.00
Land Use Change Tax ....... 1,356.80
Yield Taxes 3,072.31
Overpayments 2,089.66
Bounced Check Fee 20.00
Advertising Costs—Tax Liens .... 5,785.00
Interest Collected-Property Taxes . 674.71 8,549.33
TOTAL DEBITS 2,708,075.48 423,613.53
-CR-
REMITTANCE TO TREASURER DURING FISCAL YEAR:
1992 1991
Property Taxes 2,348,741.89 409,279.20
Yield Taxes 2,518.83
Land Use Change Tax 711.00
Interest Collected-Property Taxes . 674.71 8,549.33
Advertising Costs 5,785.00
Overpayments 2,089.66
Bounced Check Fees 20.00
ABATEMENTS :
Property Taxes 4,727.00
UNCOLLECTED TAXES—END OF FISCAL YEAR
Property Taxes 347,393.11
Yield Taxes 553.48
Current Use Taxes 645.80
TOTAL CREDITS 2,708,075.48 423,613.53
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SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31. 1992
TOWN OF FREMONT, NH
-DR-
1991 1990 ' 1989
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
—
Beginning of Fiscal Year 122,802.87 29,830.70
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year 279,404.23
Interest Collected After Sale . . 9,731.88 12,139.30 10,916.63
Redemption Costs 1,225.55 517.66 491.00
TOTAL DEBITS 290,361.66 135,459.83 41,238.33
-CR-
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING YEAR:
1991 1990 1989
Redemptions 157,515.46 54,022.18 28,525.99
Interest & Costs After Sale . . 10,957.43 12,656.96 11,407.63
Abatements During Year 53.66 .50.28
Deed to Town 1,527.04 1,461.98 1,304.71
Unreedeeraed Taxes—End of Year 120,308.07 67,268.43 00.00
TOTAL CREDITS 290,361.66 135,459.83 41,238.33
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Uncollected Tax Lien::: - 1990 S 1991
Ahem, R. K. Co. Inc.




Courteau, Arthur ^ Mary
Currier, Ernest A. & Tammy L.
D'Eon, Raymond A. & Laura J.
D.C. Howard Construction Inc.
D.C. Howard Construction Inc.
D.C. Howard Construction Inc.
Dagenis, Kostas o< Margarita
Dan, John Jr.
Davis, Michael & Rosa
Doolan, Betsy
Downing, David & Wendy
Downing, John D. & Lorraine
DTW Trust





Gonois, Andrew J. & Sandra L.
Gonois, Andrew J. & Sandra L.













Le, Tuan & Lan V.







Lucrezia, Jerry £. Judith
NH Electric Coop
NH Pulp & Lumber Co. Inc.
NH Pulp & Lumber Co. Inc.
NH Pulp & Lumber Co. Inc.
Pappadopoulos £* Szava-Kovats
Pappadopoulos & Szava-Kovats
Pecola, David I Vanessa
Peterson, John i Mary Ann
R c. S Realty Trust
R & S Realty Trust
R £. C Realty Trust
1991 1990
$1,402.86

























































R i S Realty Trust
R £. S Realty Trust
R & S Realty Trust
R S c Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R- & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R S s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R S Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R £. s Realty Trust
& s Realty Trust
R £. Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Realty Trust
R & s Trust
R & s Realty Trust
Randolph, Bruce
Richardson, Robert
Sawyer, Steven & Jazel
,
Schou, John T. Jr. o. Ill
Shannon Estate
Shaw, Richard & Marlene
Simon, Alan & Diane
Simpson, Ernest & Diane
Small, Arthur
Smeltzer, James & Joyce
Stevens, Esther
Swirka, Thomas
Toohey, Stephen & Patricia
Torromeo, Henry
Trombino, Francis S Jeannie
Turner, Bruce & Earl
Turner, Bruce
Turner, Bruce £. Penny
Vemtura, Thomas P.
Vickery, William & Anne
White, Blanche/Guckert, Doroth
Total
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE
DUE FROl-1 EACH DELINQUENT




















































ABOVE LIST SHOWING THE NAME AND AMOU
TAXPAYER, AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1992, ON




































































Matching Funds-Fire Dept 333.00
TOTAL $109,993.61
FROM LOCAL SOURCES




LICENSES, PERMITS AND FILING FEES
Building Permits 7,400.00
Gravel Permits 300.00












Vital Record copies 842.00
Fire Dept. Reports 10.00
Sale of Cemetery lots 500.00
TOTAL $3,036.75




NH Workmens Compensation $6,981.25
NHMA 759.92
Hearings-Planing Bd. & Bd. of Adjustmentl, 720.00
Trustee of Trust Funds Cemeteries . . . 1,525.00
Special Police Duty 2,795.00
SERRDD 53-B-Septage Fund 4,132.00













Moraine Farms Bond $904.77
Lyford Glen Bond 311.75
D.C.D. Bond 1,739.95
Conservation Commission 1,550.00

















Supt. of Cemeteries . . . 300.00
Treasurer 1,000.00
Health Officer 150.00
Total Expenditures . . 22,392.50
Tax Collector ....
Auditor
Overseer of Poor . .







ELECTION, REGISTRATION & VITAL STATISTICS
BUDGET $2,660.00
Town Clerk 160.00 Deputy Town Clerk . . . 160.00
Selectmen 480.00 Supervisors 1,183.50
Ballot Clerks 640.00 Ballots , Postage & Supplies411 . 24
Meals 199.73 Police 160.00
Moderator 160.00
Vital Statistics 50.00




Postage Expense . .









Trust Fund Expenses .... 25.00





Registry Fees . .


































Telephone Expense . . .
Gas, Oil, Furnace Repair
Snow Removal & Mowing
Repairs-Town Hall . .
Repairs-Meeting House










































ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATION
BUDGET $4,002.00
NH Municipal Association 1,536.76
Total Expenditures . . 1,536.76
BUDGET $4,400.00

































Office Supplies 523.37 Equip. Repair & Maint. 8,191.21
Hose, Nozz. , Extinguisher 3,200.33 Gas, Fuel & Oil .... 486.51
Compensation 3,126.28 Books & Subscriptions 160.20
Clothing 1,211.59 Consultations & Inspect 131.00
Radio & Monitor Repair 1,238.58 Radio Purchase .... 544.45
Raymond Dispatch . . . 3,864.00 Training 2,032.82
Forest Fires 00 Generator Replacement 1,600.45
Penetrating Nozzel . . 1,082.73 Ladder Testing .... 343.00
New Equipment 479.30
Total Expenditures . . 28,215.82
BUILDING INSPECTION
BUDGET $4,27 7.00
Code Enforcer 2,580.00 Electrical Inspector 1,460.00
Plum & Heat 1,570.00 Driveway Fees .... 340.00
Fire Inspect 70.00
Total Expenditures . . 6,020.00
BUDGET $300.00







Radio Equip. & Repairs . 662.00









Equipment Hire-Summer . 12,968.00
Equipment Hire-Winter . 21,211.50
Winter Labor 1,148.00
General Highway Expense
Gas, Repairs & Parts . 7,410.66
Installing Culverts . . . 760.88
Hand Tools 170.42








Sand Winter .... 3,176.00
Culverts 1,970.28
Signs & Posts . . . 2,855.29
Cold Patch 1,449.60










































Case 1 .... 24.00










































Rockingham Visiting Nurse 3,437.00
Rockingham CAP .... 2,845.00
Richie McFarland . . . 1,500.00
A Safe Place 200.00
Rockingham Nutrition . . 125.00
Sexual Assault 666.00
Total Expenditures . . 16,398.00
Seacoast Mental Health 500.00
Lamprey Health Care 2,625.00
Rockingham Counseling 2,500.00
Seacoast Hospice . . . 400.00
Area Homemaker Health 1,600.00
PARKS & RECREATION
Budget $7,662.00
Wages 2,518.50 Supplies .
Field Maint 843.44 Rentals .




Wages 3,900.00 Books . .
Office Supplies 439.63 Furniture
Miscellaneous 2.16


















Office Supplies . .
Ridge Road Survey .
Total Expenditures
Budget $25,000.00






Interest on Bond Payment 3,500.00














Total Expenditures , . 21,628.33
PAYMENTS TO CAPITAL RESERVE
Budget $4,000.00
Police Cruiser .... 4,000.00
Total Expenditures . . 4,000.00
Temporary Loans $885,000.00
Discounts, abatements & refunds 7,565.22
Special detail-police 2,525.00
Taxes bought by town 279.404.23
Fremont School District-1991/92 $1,042,874.00
Fremont School District-1992/93. $1,069,000.00 2,111,874.00
Investments, revenues, state, county






Plaistow Coop (DCH) 1,739.95
Conservation 750.00
GRAND TOTAL SELECTMENS PAYMENTS 3,966,522.22
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DETAIL STATEMENT OF PROPOSED 1993 BUDGET
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
Town Clerk-Salary 750.00 Selectmen-eacfi 1,500.00
Town Clerk-Fees 4,500.00 Selectmen-Chair 500.00
Deputy Town Clerk $7.50/hr. 500.00 Auditor 400.00
Tax Collector-Salary 1,800.00 Overseer of Poor 600.00
Tax Collector-Fees 8,500.00 Trustees-Trust Funds 400.00




















































(86hrs./wk)-(- clerical 15hrs. wk.
Equipment-uniforms,pagers,radios
TOTAL






Solid Waste Collect. (.94/house) 47,041.00
Recycling (weekly) 8,000.00
Recycling publicity (grant 53B) 1,000.00
Permit renewal(recycling) 100.00
TOTAL 128,581.00
Solid Waste Dspsl. (52,82/ton) 69,770.00
Recycling (Bulk) 2.500.00
Landfill Closure Permit 170.00
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
Office&Cleaning Supplies 600.00 Equip, (repair & maint.) 7,600.00
Hose.nozzles.extngshers 7,000.00 Raymond Dispatch 4,000.00
Gas, fuel, oil 600.00 Compensation Time 3,500.00
Books & subscriptions 100.00 Clothing & Prot.Gear 1,500.00





Winter salt & sand 9,000.00
Summer Equip.& Hire 18,300.00
Gas and repair 4,000.00
Cold Patch 2,000.00














































BOARD OF SELECTMEN REPORT
1992
It is an honor and privilege to report to you. We have endeavored to be frugal and are happy to report
that through good fortune and vigilant effort by department heads we were able to come in under budget
this year in most departments and for the entire budget.
After many years of effort by previous Boards of Selectmen, we are pleased to report that the Beede Hill
Road access to Route 101 is in the approved plan for the Route 101 expansion. We have always felt that
this is a vital connector for the Town of Fremont.
Through the efforts of the Recycling and Solid Waste Committee, the Town of Fremont has applied for
and recently received State of New Hampshire approval for a recycling transfer station to be located at
the Route 1 1 1A site. After years of a temporary recycling program while waiting for SRRDD-53-B facility,
we are now able to move ahead with our own program.
In the course of the sale of properties in the Pond Lane area, it was discovered that there is a discrepancy
in the Raymond/Fremont Town boundary line. Since the situation creates potential problems for property
owners, it was decided jointly by Raymond and Fremont Boards of Selectmen to have the line surveyed
and perambulated. At year end this process was undenway.
It has always been the preference of the Town of Fremont to pay for its Capital Expenditures. We have
anticipated equipment replacement and future needs and have developed warrant articles in those areas.
To address the replacement needs for our Highway Department we have articles to create reserve funds
for a snow plow and a sander. Similarly, there is a warrant article to replace the 1 985 cruiser for our Police
Department. Additionally, there has been an interest for many years to construct a facility for the storage
of winter maintenance materials. We have included a warrant article to create a Capital Reserve Fund for
this purpose.
Again this year, the Board of Selectmen has included an article for semi-annual tax billing. The acceptance
of this article will reduce the Town's need to borrow through Tax Anticipation Notes and therefore reduce
interest expense. If accepted the Town will incur additional expenses for personnel time, office supplies,
postage and a one-time expense for new computer software. The town has increased its borrowing each
year for several years. If this trend continues twice annual taxes should reduce the town expenses.
The Police Department budget increased for 1 993. The primary reason is the inclusion of a 1 5 hours per
week Secretarial position. This position is necessary due to the increased reporting requirements under
RSA 594:1 0-a and that is felt that it is important to maximize the amount of time the police have available
for patrolling and investigations.
In response to the interest of some residents we have included additional detail in this report. We have
included some additional breakdowns of the 1993 Budget. The Board of Selectmen would like to remind
residents that all this information is available upon request at the Town Offices and we always welcome
constructive suggestion.
The Board of Selectmen is especially pleased with the success of the Historical Society fund raising effort
for the Meeting House Restoration. We look forward to working closely for the successful completion of
this project.
We would like to thank all Department Heads and Volunteers for their dedication and commitment
especially in these financially difficult times. It has been a pleasure to work with you.
Respectfully submitted,




FREMONT POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The Fremont Police Department, like any other police department in southern New Hampshire, has
experienced an increase in the number of calls for service. This is due to many factors. The first one is
the number of new residents which are coming into our area. Today's society is also very mobile and it
is very easy to live in another community and travel to another town to commit a crime or be in need of
a service. The second being stress caused by the economy. The negative side of people seems to
surface when times are not good. The third and probably most difficult to deal with is the segment of our
population which is drug dependent. These people do not care what they must do and will do anything
to get the money to support their habits.
I have listed by category the type and number of complaints which Fremont Police Department has
responded to in 1 992. This list shows an increase in the type of crimes which are uncommon for the Town





ALL OTHER EXCEPT TRAFFIC 42
JUVENILE 13
MOTOR VEHICLE ARRESTS 5
MOTOR VEHICLE SUMMONS 60
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS 36
MOTOR VEHICLE REPOSSESSION 5
ASSIST OTHER DEPARTMENTS 35
ANIMAL CONTROL 71
VACANT HOUSE CHECKS 57
OPEN DOORS 19
We again urge all of our residents to become more aware of your neighborhood. If you plan to be away,
arrange with a neighbor to pick up your mail and newspapers. Call and we will put you on our Vacant
House Check List. If you see a problem or you think something is not right, please call us by calling
Rockingham County Dispatch Center at 679-2225. If you need the police or any other emergency service,
be sure when you call for help that you fully identify yourself and give your complete address. There has
been a problem with some of our streets being named the same as some in surrounding towns. If you
call dispatch and give your street name without naming the Town in which you reside it is possible that
help could be sent to the wrong Town.
I wish to thank the residents of Fremont for allowing me the privilege of sen/ing you as Police Chief. I also
wish to thank the Board of Selectmen, the Town Office Staff, members of the Fire Department, the Rescue
Squad, the Highway Department and each member of the Police Department: Deputy Chief, Fred O'Brien,
Sergeant Peter Lamb, Officers Clifford Emery, Jr., Timothy Vincent, Ronald Conant, James Elliot, Benjamin
Kelly and ACO Daniel Whitman for their support in 1 992.
Respectfully Submitted,

















In 1 992 my reconstruction projects included: rebuilding and liot topping 3000 feet of South Road, binding
and hot topping Ridge Rd. from Route 1 07 a distance of 300 ft. to existing pavement, placing a hot top
finish on Shirl<in Rd. from Beede Rd. to Leavitt Rd., shimmed and overlayed the 4 corners on Sandown
Rd. and installing two new culverts on Rogers Rd. and one on Martin Rd.
For 1993 we will rebuild and hot top 1000 ft. of Chester Rd. from Downing residence to the hill, will rebuild
and hot top North Rd. from the Brentwood line as far as funds allow and depending upon the conditions
under existing road. If necessary the road bed will be removed as I will not place hot top over an inferior
road bed.
The Town is growing and I notice problems that need to be solved.
MAILBOXES: I have discussed with the Fremont Post Office and we are recommending boxes be placed
two feet off pavement from the end of the box and 42" from ground to bottom of mailbox. This will allow
the plows to go under them and get the snow off pavement. It will allow the mail carrier access to the
edge of pavement making it safer for them and will no way leave tire ruts in your front yard.
DRIVEWAYS: There is a new regulation requiring approval of the Road Agent prior to hot topping a
driveway. Road Agents inspection costs nothing but is needed to insure proper drainage and slope. Also
regulations allow only one driveway per residence.
FENCES AND WALLS: Prior to building a fence or wall be sure it is out of the Right of Way. All new
Subdivisions have a 50' Right of Way.
Each year the Town receives a Block Grant from the State for construction and reconstruction of roads
depending upon the miles of road and population in the Town. We will receive a grant in amount of
$42,380. in 1993. We are requesting a budget excluding warrant articles of $120,400. The town would
appropriate $78,020 of that amount. The cost to rebuild 1 mile of road is between $70,000 and $100,000.
At present we are rebuilding an average of 2500 ft. per year. We have 30 miles of road which would
require many years to include new roads being accepted.
We should be planning to start rebuilding at least 1.5 miles of road each year. As of Feb. 5, this year our
winter maintenance budget is being quickly depleted.
I would like to thank all Town Departments for their help, all the people who support me and the people
who work with me.
Respectfully submitted
Guenwood Holmes, Road Agent
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FREMONT VOLUNTEER RESCUE REPORT
1 992 was a year of many changes for the Rescue Squad. The Rescue Van, once stocked with the basic
supplies required.was put into full sen/ice, responding to nearly every call.
We lost five of our members due to job changes and family demands. They felt that they were not able
to respond as needed. We do miss them and would like to thank: Carol Gould, Cheryl
Woodman, Wendy Downing, Marianne Vanevic and Matt McCabe for their devoted help over the years.
We have acquired four new members who have proven to be beneficial to the Squad. Andrew Head, Rich
Clark, Luke Hassell and Tom Roy have brought our squad back up to nine members.
Every position in the Squad has changed and now every member gets actively involved with the well
being of the Squad. We have received several donations from local families and friends. These donations
have helped us buy needed items not affordable in our budget. We greatly appreciate the donations and
thank those who have helped us.
I would like to thank the Police and Fire Departments and all others who have worked with us to provide
the needed emergency care.
Anyone interested in joining Fremont Volunteer Rescue should contact any member or Benny Benedetto
at 895-4132.
REMEMBER YOUR EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBER FOR RAYMOND AMBULANCE 895-3384. Also,
because Fremont, Raymond and Deerfield have many streets and residents with the same names, please
EMPHASIZE that you are calling from Fremont due to the fact that Raymond Dispatch
covers these three towns. We have had repeated problems with this matter and ask again that you
emphasize that you are calling from FREMONT.
Respectfully submitted.




Last year I congratulated you, the residents of Fremont, for having no structure fires. This year, we goofed!
We had two building fires, one a greenhouse and the other a work shop.
Let's make 1 993 a no structure fire year by good housekeeping, keeping all appliances in good shape
and use of extra caution by those who burn wood by keeping chimney and flue pipes clean and
disposing of ashes carefully. But, MOST IMPORTANT, keep the smoke detectors in good working order.
Test them when you hear the Fire Alarm Test on Saturday at noontime.
Again this year, we held the line on the Budget a few dollars lower than last year. But you must do
something about a new station. It is just too small and old.
Do you realize that two of the trucks on wooden floor and one tanker weighing 80,000 lbs. and another
weighing 64,000 lbs. on a concrete floor with a storage room under it. They are over the poorly heated
meeting room and the truck must be driven outside to open some of the equipment compartments to
remove any item. The Septic system will not work after heavy rains and the water in the station is not
drinkable. We must run heat tapes to keep the roof from leaking?
I feel that we were penny wise and pound foolish not to purchase the land by the Town Well and Little
League Field. Using the Capital Reserve Fund would have made about $10,000. to be raised by taxes.
You know they don't make land any more.!!
A very serious problem has occurred this year with having roads with names similar to those in Raymond
and when Raymond Dispatch answers our Emergency phone confusion occurs. In fact, our Rescue phone
number 895-3384 is the Raymond Emergency number. WHEN YOU MAKE AN EMERGENCY CALL MAKE
SURE YOU SAY FREMONT. In fact, if you use Fremont Emergency number 895-2512, it would help the
dispatchers as they would be answering the Fremont phone. I think Raymond and Fremont have 9 roads
with similar names.
Remember, NO OUTSIDE BURNING without a permit unless the ground is covered with snow. Weekends
call 895-4222 and the duty officer will call you back about a permit. Weekdays call 895-2561 and I will be
available for permits. Any night during the week call 895-4222 and I will call you back.
Again, I wish to thank the members of the Fire Department for their efforts and time. These members
faithfully donate their time to the Fremont Volunteer Fire Department. A job they do so well.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard C. Heselton, Fire Chief
CALLS FOR 1992
Structure Fires 2 Calls to Dump 3
Live Fire Training 2 Bomb Threats 1
Appliances 1 Propane Leaks 2
No Permits 5 Gas Spills 1
Wires Down 2 Check Wood Smoke 1
Mail Box 1 Alarms Sounding 1
Mutual Aid 20 Animal Rescue 1
Home electrical 5 Check Hydrants 2
Car accidents 6 Assist Rescue 1
Smoke in buildings 2 Assist Police Dept. 1
Storm damaged buildinc|1 Car Fires 4
Chimney Fires 2 Brush Fires 2
Limbs on wires 3 TOTAL CALLS 73
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RECREATION COMMITTEE REPORT
Throughout this past year, the Commission has devoted itself, as an organization, to promote and support
all public recreation programs.
Some of the activities supported in 1 992 include the follov\/ing: for the w/inter months, coed adult volleyball
on Tuesday and Thursday nights, over thirty men's basketball, a youth basketball clinic for boys and girls
grades one through eight. In April there was the Easter egg hunt at the Memorial Field with the Easter
Bunny. Again in July we held the annual Fremont Field Day at the Memorial Field, with games, awards
and lots of food. This year's Summer Recreation Program was quite successful, and was overwhelmingly
well-received. Activities included trips to Pawtuckaway, Strikers East and Canobie Lake Park. Other
activities included: Mini-Olympics, pizza party, nature scavenger hunt, make your own yo-yos, fabric
painting, gimp & floss, dodge ball, four square and rainy day bingo, the programs wrap-up with a
performance and ice cream sundae party.
In the fall the Commission held its fifth annual Halloween Costume Party for children, pre-school through
sixth grade. The attendance for this event this year was 294.
The Commission this year seeing the need, established and operates a Food Pantry at the Town Hall to
serve its residents as needed. The hours of operation are one hour every Saturday or by appointment,
year round.
A special thank you to the Friends of Fremont, an organization in place to raise funds, provide manpower
and generally support the Commission in whatever way they can. Some of this years fund raising activities
were: the Memorial Field concession stand, a Halloween and New Years dance, ski and skate sale and
four sessions of aerobic exercise classes held in the months of January, April, September and November.
The members of the Commission would like to thank all the residents and business leaders in Fremont
for their support and involvement during this past year. It is with this dedication that the Parks and
Recreation Commission can continue to develop new programs.
PLANNING BOARD REPORT
Over the past year, the Planning Board updated the Water Resource Management Plan, Community
Facilities and Historic Resources sections of the Fremont Master Plan. The Board will continue to revise
sections of the Master Plan and work with town department heads to implement a Capitia Improvements
Plan for the Master Plan.
The Board requests townspeople to complete a citizen's survey which will be included with the 1 993 Town
Report. This survey will be a valuable tool in the formulation of the Capital Improvements Plan. Completed
surveys may be returned at Town Meeting or delivered to the Town Hall prior to Town Meeting.
Another topic of discussion during 1 993 will be the concept of cluster zoning which is where land is
developed so that housing is clustered in one area of the parcel. This concept does not increase the
population density of the parcel and at the same time preserves the remainder of the land as open area.
A zonng ordinance amendment is being proposed at the 1 993 Town Meeting. This change allows the
town to use new and current septic designs and provides for certified engineers to witness and certify test
pit results. The Board asks you to vote in favor of the proposed changes.
The Board holds meetings on the first three Wednesdays of each month and the second meeting is
delegated to discussion of planning issues, oftentimes with the aid of the Rockingham Planning
Commission.
The Board recognizes the need for public input and understanding and graciously extends an invitation
to all residents to attend these meetings.
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SOLID WASTE/RECYCLING COMMITTEE REPORT
The solid Waste/Recycling Committee is undergoing reorganization for 1993 and is seeking a new chair to replace
Lonnie Dickerson who has moved out of town. Her hard work and dedication really kept the program going; she will be
sorely missed.
The solid waste budget has skyrocketed over the past few years; we have to look at options to bring costs under control.
Curbside pick-up has added tremendously to the budget. Also, trash tonnage is increasing; residents seem to be putting
out more trash rather than recycling or (better still) cutting back on buying products with so much waste.
The Committee has been charged by the Selectmen and Budget Committee to come up with options for cutting costs
and improving recycling in the future. We need input from residents and welcome their attendance at meetings (second
Thursday of the month at the Town Hall).
The Recycling Site is becoming quite a social center and meeting place (especially in the good weather). Thanks to all
the volunteers who help residents at the recycling site every Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Won't you join us this year?
Call Volunteer Coordinator, Claire Williams, 895-9539.Paula Wall, Acting Chairman
fvlarilyn Baker, Bob Horsburgh, Bob Larson, John O'Hare
CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT-1992
The Conservation Commission has been actively reviewing dredge and fill applications throughout the year. Site visits,
formal reviews with applicants and formulating recommendations for the N.H. State Wetlands Board and the Town
Planning Board have filled many of our agendas.
In addition, the Conservation Commission has focused much of its time and energy on bringing about a forest
management plan for the Oak Ridge Conservation Lands. The Conservation Commission contacted Mr. Donald A. Wilson
of Land and Boundaries Consultants, Inc. to research the Oak Ridge properties. After receiving and reviewing the title and
boundary research, the Commission contracted Dick Parker of Parker Associates to complete a ground survey of the
property. With the ground survey completed, the Conservation Commission was able to seek a proposal from a
professional forestry management consultant, to develop a forest management plan for the properties. This management
proposal has been reviewed by the Commission. We hope to begin actively managing the forest on these lands this
coming year. It is our goal to develop a trail system and management plan to enhance your enjoyment of these
conservation lands. We hope to have your support with this project.
We meet the first Monday of each month at 7:30 P.M. in the Town Hall.
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REPORT OF ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COlJtlUNITY ACTION PROGRftM, INC.
Rockingham County Community Action Program, Inc. (RCCAP) is a private, non-profit
corporation. Our mission is to serve the multitude of needs of Rockingham County's
low-income residents by assisting them in coping with the hardships of poverty, giving
them the tools to lift themselves out of poverty and seeking to eradicate the root
causes of poverty. RCCAP has been addressing these needs for more than twenty-five
years.
Greater Raymond Community Action Center is an outreach office of RCCAP that serves
residents of Fremont and 1^ other communities, and as such acts as Fremont's central
resource for information regarding all available human services. RCCAP also offers
intake, clinic and distribution sites in over half of the county's thirty-seven
communities for the application and provision of various Community Action services.
Community Action provides a wide range of services that are unduplicated elsewhere in
the county. Most of these services meet immediate, critical needs and all have a
direct and positive impact on people's lives. The following services were provided by
Community Action to eligible residents of Fremont from July 1, 1991 through June 30,
1992:
56 households received Fuel Assistance, a program that provided a financial grant of
up to $550 to assist with energy-related expenses.
1 household at risk of homelessness received a security deposit loan through the
Security Deposit Loan Fund.
13 children and day care providers participated in the Family Day Care Program, a
program that provides training and technical assistance to day care providers and
sponsors the Child and Adult Care Food Program.
17 'child care referrals were arranged through the Child Care Resource and Referral
Program, a program that compiles current data on all available child care options,
provides child care referrals to employees of participating companies as well as to
the general public, and expands the supply of quality child care by recruiting,
training and assisting new providers.
1^9 women, infants and children received help through the WIC Program, a program that
offers supplemental nutritious foods, nutrition education, breastfeeding support and
health care referrals to pregnant women, nursing mothers, infants and children up to
the age of five.
118 food packages were provided through the Surplus Food Program, a program that
distributes USDA surplus food to eligible households through mass distributions held
four times each year.
8 emergency food packages were provided through the Emergency Food Pantry, a program
that provides a temporary emergency supply of non-perishable food to households facing
severe economic hardship.
1 household received Crisis Assistance, a program that provided a one-time financial
grant for the payment of rent, mortgage, electricity or fuel for those in emergency
situations.
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1 individual was maintained on the Emergency Response System (Lifeline), a program
that provides immediate twenty-four hour access to community medical responders for
elderly and handicapped individuals in order to ensure their safety and maintain their
independence and quality of life.
In addition to these major programs, much of our staff time is devoted to working with
people who come to us seeking help. During the past year, we logged 282 calls or
visits from Fremont residents, many of which were crisis calls involving fuel or
utility problems, the lack of food or clothing or general financial needs. By working
closely together with local and state welfare administrators, fuel and utility
companies, other human service agencies and interested clergy and civic groups, we are
able to link those in need with the services available to them.
The services provided by our staff, together with the programs provided by our agency,
have a direct and significant effect on Fremont's welfare budget. If our services
were decreased, the town would experience a resulting increase in requests for local
welfare assistance.
Since the services we provide greatly relieve the towns we serve of the full financial
burden of providing for the needs of their low-income residents, we ask every
community we serve to make a financial contribution to our agency based upon the level
of service we have provided to its residents. The amount we request equals ^.5'/. of
the total dollar value of services we provided during the previous fiscal year, which
means that we request $^.50 for every *100.00 we provided in direct services.
From July 1, 1991 through June 30, 1992, Community Action provided *67,627 in services
to Fremont residents. We are therefore requesting the town of Fremont to contribute
^.57, of this amount, or $3,0^3. The town of Fremont has contributed to our agency for
many years, and we extend our appreciation to you for your continued support.
Cordial ly
,
Amy Muel ler -Campbell
Outreach Director
Rockingham County Community Action Program
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ANNUAL REPORT'
Southeast Regional Refuse Disposal District 53-B
86 Lafayette Road, P.O. Uox 830
North Hampton, NH 03862
(603) 964-7116
* Brentwood * Fremont * Hampton * Hampton Falls * Kunsinglon * New Caslle
*North Hampton * Rye * Sandown * South Hampton
This Annual Report covers the period December 1991 to December 1992 in accordance with
Section 2.7 of the District Agreement, which states that the District Committee sliall liuld
an Annual Meeting on the first Tuesday of December each year to receive reports, choose
officers, and appoint members to the Operating Committee.
The District Agreement states that the District's fiscal year shall commence on April 1 and
shall end on March 31 of each year. The District Budget covers this fiscal period.
At the Public Hearing and Annual
Meeting on December 3, 1991, the District
elected the following Officers to serve
from December 1991 to December 1992:
Chairman Henry Mixter
North Hampton, NH




Secretary Winthrop D. Comley
Hampton Falls, NH
Treasurer Joseph A. Melville
Hampton Falls, NH
rOUMTTTKES 19fl1 - 1992
QPERATINCi CQMMITTKE
Henry Mixter, North Hampton, Chair
Virginia Raub, Hampton
Paul Steeves, Kensington
Bart Carr, New Castle
Dave Shuker, Sandown
ADMINISTRATIVR
Virginia Raub, Hampton, Chair
Henry Mixter, North Hampton
Joseph A. Melville, Hampton Falls
Winthrop D. Comley, Hampton Falls
RECYCLING
Virginia Raub, Hampton, Chair
Charles Pratt, Brentwood
Robert Horsburgh, Fremont
Robert Batchelder, Hampton Falls
James Rosencrantz, Kensington
Barton Carr, New Castle
David Shuker, Sandown
Walter Hill, South Hampton
Member Towns Recycling Chairpersons
LIAISON
Walter Hill, South Hampton, Chair
FROM DKCKMBKR 1991 - DECKMBKR 1992:
The Recycling Committee planned a
Household Hazardous Waste Collectiun
which was held on April 25, 1992. The
collection was held at two locations to
better serve the population of ttie
District towns. One collection site was
held in Hampton and one in Sandown.
The collection was very successful with
139 cars being processed in Sandown
and 410 cars being processed in
Hampton. The total cost of the
collections was $31,266. A grant from
the State of New Hampshire, based on
the population of the District towns, in
the amount of $8,617 helped to offset the
cost. The remainder was paid for out of
District funds which had been set aside
for this purpose. The per car cost came
to $56.95, the lowest of any recent
collections held in our area. The
Committee felt the collection was a
resounding success and have set aside
funds in the 1993/1994 Budget to hold
another collection in the Spring of 1993.
The Recycling Committee continued the
Grant Program for education and public
relations. Brentwood, Fremont, Sandown,
and South Hampton applied for, and
received, grants which totaled $6,270.
The Recycling Committees of those towns
will be producing educational materials
for their communities. $10,000.00 has
been budgeted to continue this program
in 1993-1994.
The State Household ilii/ardous Waste
Advisory Committee is still ongoing and
Henry Mixter, and Bob Batchelder are






The Landfill portion of the District
operations continues with the long-term
contract with Waste Management of New
Hampshire. Brentwood, Fremont, New
Castle, North Hampton, and Rye are
currently shipping to the Turnkey
Landfill Facility in Rochester. The
tipping fee at Turnkey from July 1, 1992
through June 30, 1993 is $51.48. We
project the tipping fee for 1993-1994 will
be between $52.82 and $53.00 depending
on the CPI at January 1, 1993.
The Septage Committee and Waste-to-
Encrgy portions of the District were
inactive and will continue to be so.
Walter Hill of South Hampton, chairman
of the Liaison Committee met with
several key people in towns not
currently members of the District.
IN THE UPCOMING YEAR;
The Adninistrative portion of the
District will remain a half-time operation.
The present office location will be
maintained, and the Administrative
Assistant's hours will be remain at
twenty hours per week.
The Recycling Committee will continue to
study the cost and feasibility of slick
paper recycling, used tire recycling, and
freon removal from white goods. The
Household Hazardous Waste Collection will
be planned for the Spring.
The Liaison Committee will continue to
work to establish stronger relationships
with the Boards of Selectmen in the
member municipalities, and improving
communications with other 149-M towns.
The District will continue to operate its
brush/wood chipper. The chipper will
be delivered and picked up at no charge
to the member municipalities. The use
of the chipper may be scheduled by
calling the District Office or the Hampton
Department of Public Works.
The District continues to have an
agreement with Waste Not, Inc. for stump
grinding and wastewood/wood demolition
disposal. This service is located at the
Town of Hampton landfiU and is available
to all member municipalities. It operates
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday from
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM. A fee is charged
for the use of the service. Further
information may be obtained by calling
the District Office.
The proposed Budget as adopted by the
District contains no levy to the Member
Municipalities. However, it is possible
that economics will dictate assessments
in future years depending on the types
of projects adopted.
In addition to the above enumerated
plans, the District will review other
possible methods of refuse disposal in
order to arrive at more economical
solutions.
Respectfully submitted,
Winthrop D. Comley ^
Secretary
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Trnt (6 Ceieterr Ink U30.12 0.00 0.00 (130.12 5923.63 98(.26 2315.21 (522.68
m liDITIDOAl HOSTS ClUnO 1)92 - CIHTIIT CAII
R^lefier, lloyd t leltj lank AlO.OO 0.00 0.00 (80.00 0.00 13.99 0.00 13.99
Jamrii, leal ( Cirol - 12 lank 160.00 0.00 0.00 160.00 0.00 1.20 0.00 1.20
Siill, l.l. t Pittersoi.l . -11 lank 320.00 0.00 0.00 320.00 0.00 2.(0 0.00 2.(0
Tboiai, lattkn 1 Skaroi -11 lank 160.00 0.00 0.00 160.00 0.00 1.20 0.00 1.20
rolimer, lokert J. - 3U laak 160.00 0.00 0.00 160.00 0.00 0.87 0.00 0.87
lentoi, Albert J. - ID lank 160.00 0.00 0.00 160.00 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.70
Akeley, larbari. Albert 1 Fkilip - 13 laik 2t0.00 0.00 0.00 2(0.00 0.00 1.0( 0.00 1.0(
lierr, Clifford 1 larleae -13 laik 160.00 0.00 0.00 160.00 0.00 0.59 0.00 0.59
1Capital In.
CAPITAl IISUTI FDIDS 1991 - TOO OF FIEWT, n Total
Fire Sib-Statioi liildiag laik 35000.00 o.oo 0.00 35000.00 31225.11 3(51.15 0.00 3(677.66 69677.66
library liildieg laik 9000.00 0.00 0.00 9000.00 11065.78 1081.39 0.00 121(7.17 211(7.17
Folice Criiter Ink 2500.00 0.00 0.00 2500.00 3375.58 261.(7 0.00 3637.05 1(712.(8
laak 4000.00 0.00 0.00 (000.00 0.00 289.05 0.00 289.05
lank 0.00 0.00 (000.00 (000.00 272.90 13.(8 0.00 286.31
Fretost Scbool Biatrict laid Acqiiaitioi laik 5000.00 0.00 0.00 5000.00 15(1.15 289.57 0.00 1830.72 6830.72
Freioit leicie Sqiad lescie Tekide laik 2000.00 0.00 0.00 2000.00 102.(( 11(.( 0.00 216.l( 2216.8(
SFIClAl TIDST miDS
Triit 12 letkoditt firitii 1101.96 0.00 161.33 8970.29 0.00 709.91 709.91 0.00
Sipport Ink 15710.90 0.00 0.00 15780.90 0.00 721.52 691.00 30.52
Sarak A. Cbaie Tritt DiTerialitt Ink 1000.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 0.00 79.28 76.(( 2.l(
Sarak A. Ckaie Triat lortky Foor Ink 1396.71 0.00 0.00 13%.71 2217.13 2(8.55 0.00 2(65.61
lilliai 1. Froit Trnt Cea. liproTeieit Ink 1000.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 1(3.6( 90.57 0.00 23(.21
lotcoe loiiei Triit Cei. liproTneit Ink 2000.00 0.00 0.00 2000.00 177.(5 166.66 0.00 3((.11
lilliai 1. rroit Trist Library lank 1000.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 1111.29 151. 6( 273.97 988.%
lilliai 1. rrost Trnt SckooU lank 5000.00 0.00 0.00 5000.00 1171.12 (72.07 0.00 16(3.19
lilliai 1. rroit Trnt Old Rtg.he lepair laik 1000.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 732.06 115.38 0.00 8(7.((
lotcoe loliei Trnt Old lt(.lse.lepiir Ink 2000.00 0.00 0.00 2000.00 287.70 171.3( 0.00 (59 .0(
1;rnd Total 136W7.7I 0.00 (161.33 1(0636.0( 13966.08 127(3.77 7515.15 8919(.0O





Trnteet of Trnt Fiidi
BIRTHS RECORDED IN FREMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1992
DATE NAME OF CHILD
1/9/92 Stacie Ann Blades
2/2/92 Colleen Renee Murphy
2/4/92 Rachael Yvonne Miller
2/4/92 Emily Virginia Miller
2/7/92 April Mary Dzioba
2/1 0/92 Ryan Patrick Mahoney
2/14/92 Jared Eugene Butler
2/14/92 Troy Richard Butler
2/20/92 Shawna Lynn McGahey
2/22/92 Teresa Rose Greenwood
2/24/92 Ariel Kristen Itse
3/9/92 Patrick Collier Carrigan
3/10/92 Matthew Paul Dionne
3/17/92 Haley Reese Bassett
3/23/92 Dylan Marshall Lufkin
4/13/92 Lance Cole Barthelemy
4/26/92 Steven Craig McGeorge
4/30/92 Kyle Anthony Southmayd
5/5/92 Connor James Tangney
5/10/92 Garrett Andrew Boucher
6/1 7/92 Nicholas James Russo
6/29/92 Becky Leigh Hutchinson
6/30/92 Aaron Arthur Lee
7/1/92 Zachary Ashline Johnson
7/8/92 Andrew David Savard
7/12/92 Jason Christopher Arriel
7/16/92 Geoffrey Glenn Walker
7/26/92 Alycia Michelle Bobryk
8/4/92 Andrew Sager Allen
8/22/92 Dylan James Weinand
9/16/92 Michael Neil Lyons
9/22/92 Shalene Danielle Mey
9/23/92 Melinda Dorothy Morin
1 0/4/92 Mallorie Taylor Stanley
10/12/92 Brittany Nicole Couture
10/18/92 Emily Catheryn Gravel
10/23/92 Allison Rose Picone
1 1/4/92 Katelyn Ashley Rich
1 1/5/92 Peter James Ferro
12/28/92 Zachary Thomas Grant
12/29/92 Lindsey Ann Lothian



































































































































MARRIAGES RECORDED IN FREMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1992
DATE GROOM RESIDENCE BRIDE RESIDENCE
02-26-92 Alan S. Thibeault Fremont Ruth Ann Mooers Fremont
03-07-92 Thomas A. Gschiel Fremont Theresa M. Dicroce Fremont
03-17-92 Richard O.Wilcox Epping Marilyn N. Marsh Fremont
04-25-92 Michael F. Gould Fremont Shelly A. Bourque Fremont
06-19-92 Thomas B. Fitzpatrick Fremont Ann E. Saidel Fremont
06-27-92 Michael E. Emery Fremont Kelly Jean Ford Fremont
07-04-92 Steven J. Tingley Fremont Laura Ann Wilcox Fremont
07-18-92 Douglas H. Page Fremont Laurie Ann Howe Fremont
08-01-92 Daniel P. Schneider Fremont Maureen M. Schneider Fremont
08-08-92 Peter Paul Porter Fremont Lorraine Downing Fremont
09-05-92 Alan D. Newton Fremont Linda A. Girroir Fremont
09-19-92 James W. Woodward Fremont Rhonda L Parolise Fremont
09-12-92 Corey A. Bolduc Fremont Julie A. McDonald Kingston
09-26-92 William G. Copp, Jr. Fremont Mellisa L Eldredge Fremont
09-26-92 Andrew W. Mead Fremont Heidi L Holland Fremont
10-17-92 Joseph P. Gaudet Fremont Susan C. Spofford Fremon
11-21-92 Lawrence E. Beam, Jr. Exeter Dorothy A. Guckert Fremont
12-5-92 Michael D. Welch Fremont Pamela S. Raid Fremont
12-30-92 George L Sonia Fremont Katherine F. Summers Fremont
DEATHS RECORDED IN FREMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1992
DATE NAME OF DECEASED
01-08-92 Jennie Shannon
01-25-92 Madeline P. Granton
02-02-92 Irene Eleanor Murphy
02-21-92 Frank J. Esselman
03-1 1 -92 Helen E. Gates
04-14-92 Arthur Clayton
04-14-92 Blanche M. White
05-07-92 Edward F. McAskill
05-20-92 Helen G. Stepasiuk
06-22-92 Clyde F. McKay, Sr.
06-30-92 Frances Plante Alexander
08-02-92 Frances Ann Wickens
08-09-92 Arthur A. Gagnon
09-15-92 Mary St.John
09-16-92 Ethel Ruth Somerville
1 1 -1 6-92 Sylvanious A. Bosworth
1 1 -1 8-92 Denis S. L'Heureux
12-03-92 Arthur Richard Cunningham
12-12-92 Leslie H. Carlton
12-20-92 Edna Paige Twombly

































































Benedetto, Alfred P., Jr.
Benishen, George & Cynthia
Benishen, George & Cynthia





Bowles, Kevin M. & Avis
Boyd, Morris & Nancy
Bradford, Jimmie & Emma
Braley, Jane E. & Brook V.
Brett, Nicholas W. & Nancy O.
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K.
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K.
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K.
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K.
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K.
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K.
Burley Family Trust, H.B.
Butler, Gertrude I.
Butler, Gertrude I.
Chase, Frences B. & Aaron P.
Clark, Richard & Emelia
Cole, Harlow
Comstock, Fuller A.Jr.& Alice











Downing, John D. & Lorraine
Drowne, Albert I.
Drowne, Albert I.





















































































































Duston, Donald L & Virginia L 02-106 198850 5300.
Evans, Charles H. & John Jr. 04-015 61200. 5000.
Freeman, Bonita 06-055 13750. 300.
Freeman, Bonita 06-054 111750. 2450.
Fremont's Choice, Inc. 06-047.1 301800. 32050.
Fremont's Choice, Inc. 06-047.4 63450. 650.
Fremont's Choice, Inc. 06-047.5 61850. 750.
Gagnon, Bemice 02-173 106000 3300.
Gagnon, Philip 02-080 19500. 1050.
Galloway, John 05-035 8750. 1050.
Garrison Realty 04-098 38700. 2600.
Gates, Eleanor 01-059 166450. 10500.
Glen Cakes Inc. 04-086 52900. 3350.
Glen Cakes Inc. 02-156.2 374500. 30500.
Glen Cakes Inc. 04-083 55950. 5600.
Glen Cakes Inc. 04-082 9000. 950.
Glen Cakes Inc. 04-081 800. 50.
Glen Cakes Inc. 04-080 10200. 5250.
Gould, D. Scott & Carol A. 05-072.1 58500. 1700.
Hall Realty Trust, Florence 03-015 147300. 6800.
Hamilton, Brian T. 02-098 98900. 1350.
Hartford, Howard & Clivia 05-008 14000. 650.
Hartford, Howard E. & Clivia F. 06-004 20600. 400.
Han/ey, Elaine J. 05-025 21000. 750.
Han/ey, Elaine J. 05-024 44000. 2300.
Hayward, Daniel R. & Ann C. 02-023 40500. 1050.
Healey, Braiey, Jaitiert 01-090 21050. 1300.
Heselton, F, Carroll 01-033 2650. 200.
Hobtjs Trust 01-062 17000. 2450.
Horsburgh, Ellen L 03-003 157000. 5600.
Horsburgh, Ellen L 05-061 94550. 4700.
Horsburgh, Ellen L 05-055.01 184100. 4700.
Jensen, Richard A. & Mary M. 02-015.3 180300. 6650.
Johnson, Faye 05-039 93150. 850.
Johnson, Faye 05-049 21400. 1650.
Kach, James M. & Nancy L 05-013 9000. 450.
Kearney, Phillip 05-017 39000. 2250.
Kelley, James & Lisa 01-052 41550. 500.
Kellilher, Joseph & Mary 04-090 33250. 2250.
Kelliher, Joseph F. & Mary E. 04-091 75500. 5550.
Ketlilher,Joseph F. & Mary E. 04-092 23500. 1000.
Kreitner, Richard G. & Debra 06-022 340000 4400.
Ladd, Gardner & Mildred 02-148.2 4550. 50.
Ladd, Gardner & Mildred 02-147 45500. 150.
Ladd, Gardner & Mildred 04-087 4300. 250.
Ladd, Gardner & Mildred 02-146.1 58900. 350.
Ladd, Gardner & Mildred 02-148.1 86400. 1050.
Ladd, Gardner & Mildred 02-144 11900. 200.
Ladd, Gardner & Mildred 02-146.2 167050. 1150.
Ladd, Gardner & Mildred 02-143 10900. 150.
Ladd, Gardner & Mildred 02-145 39500. 1400.
Latwen, CIgie A. 05-003.B 19500. 650.
Latwen, CIgie A. 05-003.A 19500. 850.
LeClair, Fred & Joyce 02-137 42000. 700.
LeClair, Fred M. & Joyce 1. 02-089 14650. 50.
LeClair, Fred M. & Joyce 1. 02-083.7 10250. 50.
LeClair, Fred M. & Joyce 1. 02-085 34750. 1000.
LeClair, Fred M. & Joyce 1. 02-083 39000. 1800.
LeClair, Fred M. & Joyce 1. 02-086 23850. 800.
Leo, Marie E. & Sherman, Elaine M. 04-002 35500. 2550.
Lewis Builders 03-1 69.A 118000. 5550.




Lyford, Sidney J. & Sheila E. 05-026
Lyford Heirs, Joiin 05-052
Lyons, Jerome J. & Maureen F. 04-093
Magnusson, Theodore S. & Conrad 02-070
Mahoney, Ariela H. 01-027
Mathews, Karen R. 01-095
McAllister, Paul J. & Carol A. 06-063
McFarland, Herbert 04-078
McGall Estate, Verta 05-006
McRae, Cynthia 05-072.2-02
McRae, Cynthia 05-072
Menard, Stephen H.,Sr. & Phyllis 01-014
Meuse, Stasia 01 -001 .A
Moore, Ronald B. & Faith O. 04-014
Nicolaisen,Sr., Rev. Trust, Chester E. 01-029 247750.
O'Connell, James M. & Cecelia L 01-061
Ordzie, Thomas F. & Elaine B. 02-026
Paint Mine Hills, Inc. 02-151.1
Paint Mine Hills, Inc. 02-151
Pappadopoulos, George J. & Sylvia A. 02-001
Patnaude, Peter W. & Lillian A. 01-048
Patnaude, Peter W. & Lillian A. 01-041
Pellerin, Joanna Johnson 03-059
Peterson, Albert W. & Judith 06-025
Peterson, Albert W. & Judith A. 06-051
Peterson, Philip E. & Virginia 06-034
Peterson, Philip E. & Virginia 06-033
Peterson, Philip E. & Virginia 06-035
Peterson, Philip E. & Virginia 06-036
Peterson, Philip E. & Virginia 06-021
Peterson, Philip E. & Virginia 06-032
Phillips Exeter Academy 04-069
Phillips Exeter Academy 04-067
Phillips Exeter Academy 04-068
Phillips Exeter Academy 04-067.1
Pierce, Richard A. & Lynette J. 06-053
Plaistow Co-Op Bank 02-085.2
Plaistow Co-Op Bank 02-085.1
Plante, Jr., Emile J. 06-042
Pollinger, Robert J. & Anna P. 05-057.1
Potter, Carl 02-007 57000.
Potter, Carl 02-012 169900.
Quimby, Velma E. 05-009
Ragonese, Jean F. 03-178
Ragonese, Jean F. 03-036
Rankin, David A. & Emma J. 06-001
Ray, Lois Towie 05-020
Richardson, Artemas & Frederica 06-01
8
Roe, Kevin & Angela 06-061
Rogers, Richard M. & Sharon A. 02-028
Rowe, Charles K. & Louise M. 03-088
Rowe, Charles K. & Louise M. 04-055
Ruthena Realty Trust 03-188.2
Rydeen, Robert J. & Karen Ann 02-092
Schramm, Elmer A. 03-062
Schreiber, Roland & Eva Alberta 06-041
Sherman, Harold R. & Nancy 06-044
Shute, Vera 02-179.1 100450.
Sirois, Roger J. 01-028
Sleeper, Gordon W. 05-031

































































Sloan, Roger P. & Doris A.
Smith, Robert & Richard
Smith, Robert & Richard
Stevens, Esther
Stilwell, Larry & Linda
Stiner, Robert N.





















Walker, Byron & Betty
Walker, Byron & Betty
Ware, Ben Harrison
Webb, Forest H. & Janet R.
Weeks, Lewis E., Jr.
West, Wilfred W. & Dorma E.


























































































ALPER, ALLEN I. i KAREN A.
AMBARGIS, JORDAN A J ELIZABETH
ANDERSON, HOLLIS M i RUTH F
ANDOVER BANK
ANGELINI NOMINEE TRUST, WILLIAM P.
ANGELINI NOMINEE TRUST, WILLIAM P.
ANGELINI NOMINEE TRUST, WILLIAM P.
ARCHETTI, DANIEL L 4 NANCY L.
AND
. i CAROL E.
ARNOLD, JAMES L.
ARRIEL, STEVEN C
ASDCT, RICHARD 4 JUDITH
AYER, RICHARD A.
BAKAS, MICHAEL A.iCATALINA M.
BAKER, JACK C.4 MARILYN L.
BARANOWSKI, CECILE R.
BARKER, JUDITH 0.







BATRYN, WALTER W.,ANN 4 GARY K
BEACH, WILLIAM P. I EDNA G.
BEAN, BARBARA
BEANE, HAROLD i BLANCHE








BELANGER EDUCATIONAL TR., CHRISTOP
BELL, CHARLES H.
BENEDETTO. ALFRED PA LYNN E.
BENISHEN, GEORGE i CYNTHIA
BENISHEN, GEORGE P. J CYNTHIA
BENTLEY, DONALD S.
BERGERON. JR.. DAVID R.
BERNIER, RAYMOND L.^JACQUELINE
BIBBO. RONALD P.J DONNA J.
BISHOP, LLOYD i NORMA
BLACK, CAROL A.
BLADES, DONALD H.i DOROTHY M.
BLAISDELL. RICHARD C. J CONSTANCE
BLOK, ALBERT E.
BOBBY, PAUL A.J BEVERLY P.


























































ADAMS. KIM M. 1 ju ,u\3'y
AHERN CO. INC.. R.K. 34,40G
AKE. WILLIAM N J LEA A.
ALDONIS, EDWARD J ISABEL 139,258
ALLEN, PARKER S. 132,803
ALLEN, THOMAS S J LAURA C 178,250
ALTOTT. JOSEPH R. J IRENE M. 66,200
ANDERSON, HJALMER A J CHRISTINE 129,200
ANDERSON ACQUISITION CORP 571,708
ANGELIN NOMINEE TRUST, WILLIAM P. 42,600
ANGELINI NOMINEE TRUST. WILLIAM P. 66,253
ANGELINI NOMINEE TRUST, WILLIAM P. 42,600
ANGWIN. CHARLES E.JR.JLISA C. 116,608
ARNOLD, ENOS H.III J CAROL M. 175,050
ARNOLD, STEPHEN K. 107,750
ARTHUR, RICHARD K. AND 128,388
AYER, RICHARD A. 104,650
BACON, DONALD J LOUISE 199,650
BAKER, GEORGE H. 139,358
BALLIF, JEFFREY S. J CAROLE A. 228,800
BARCHARD, JEAN D. 186,250
BAROSKY, DAVID P. J PAMELA R. 121,758
BASS, RICHARD H.J SUZANNE J. 143,180
BASSETT, NELLIE P. 150
BASSETT, NELLIE P. 308
BASSETT, NELLIE P. 880
BASSETT, NELLIE P. 1.850
BASSETT, NELLIE P. 27,750
BASSETT, NELLIE P. 156,608
BAUER, THOMAS F. J CAROL A. 59,558
BEAL, BRIAN P. J KERRIE M 93,508






BEEDE, NEAL LLOYD 83,650
BEEDE ESTATE, GLADYS 250
BEEDE ESTATE, GLADYS 1,980
BEEDE ESTATE, GLADYS 7,708
BELKOVICZ, WALTER A.J NELLIE 1,150
BENEDETTO, ALFRED P. JR. 1,600
BENHAM, WAYNE T. J BARBARA T. 133,888
BENISHEN. GEORGE J CYNTHIA 4,380
BENSON. JON E. J EVELYN A. 79,000
BERENSON, SANDRA 42.600
BERNARD, MARK J 96.900
BETTENCOURT, FRANK J PATRICIA 227.350
BIEDERMAN. FREDERICK J. 157,658
BISHOP ESTATE. HERMAN F. 750




BOBRYK, WADE A. 99,700
BOETTI, ERNEST F. J LILLY 154,750
-58-
DATE 12/31/92 GROSS VALUATION LI3T FREMONT EFFECTIVE APRIL 1,1992
PARCEL OWNER GROSS VALUE PARCEL OWNER GROSS nuvu
30IVIN, BARRY J. 96,100 BOLDUC, BETTY 63,650
80LDUC, CHARLES S CARLENE 116,050 BOLDUC, CHARLES J CARLENE 186 250
30L0UC, CHARLES i CARLENE 59,600 BOLDUC, CHARLES N 53 500
BOLOUC, EPHRAH i GEORGIA 110,200 BOLDUC, JERRY J CHERYL 137 450
80LDUC, JESSE J.J MEREDITH A. 232,150 BOLDUC, JESSE J.J MEREDITH A. 6 700
BOLDUC, JOHN K.i SHERYL A. 86,600 BOLDUC, JOSEPH G.JR J PATRICIA 87 300
BOLDUC, JOSEPH G.JR i PATRICIA 147,850 BOLDUC, PETER B. J DIANNE 77 000
BOLDUC, PETER B.i OIANNE 134,250 BOLDUC JR., JOSEPH G 255 500
BOLTON, CHRISTOPHER 133,400 BONAGURA, SUSAN T. 650
BONAGURA, SUSAN T. 183,700 BONAGURA, SUSAN T. 3 950
BOND, EBEN B i LAURIE 101,700 BONIS, LILA 108 238
BOOHHOUER, MICHAEL S. ANOH.R. 145,350 BOREMI, NANCY 113 150
BORIN, JOSEPH i LORAINE 209,000 BOSS, DONALD L. J ELOISE 120 950
BOTTAI, DEAN S. 82,500 BOUCHARD, THOMAS J ALICE i 200
BOUCHER, JOHN H. 129,400 BOUCHER, LEON A. J DIANE P. 114 350
BOURNE, LOVINA M. 52,400 BOURQUE, JAY A.J LINDA M. 37 600
BCUERING, JANET H. 750 BOWLES, KEVIN H.J AVIS 132 200
BOYD, JOHN C.i ELIZABETH H. 188,850 BOYD, LOIS J. 80 400
BOYD, MORRIS I NANCY 151,100 BOYD, STEPHEN E.J ROBIN K. 99 900
BOYLAN, DEAN 7,750 BRACKETT, BONNIE L.J SUSAN L. 87 600
BRADFORD, JIMMIE S, EMMA - 5,950 BRALEY, JANE E.J BROOK V. 119 450
BRALEY, RICHARD R.J JANICE P 101,700 BRESNAHAN, JAMES M J GAIL R 114 500
BRETT, NICHOLAS U.i NANCY 0. 295,950 BRIGGS, WALTER H.J BARBARA L. 205 100
BROUILLETTE, WAYNE R J MARY ANN 154,500 BROWN, EDWARD J MARJORIE 49 050
BROWN, FRANCIS R.i MARIA ANN 195,000 BROWN, JOHN 140 100
BROWN, KATHLEEN S. 125,450 BROWN, STEVEN J DIANE 159 700
BROWN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K. 7,150 BROWN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K. 9 000
BROWN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K. 1,250 BROWN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K. 800
BROWN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K. 1,400 BROWN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K. 181 450
BRUNAULT, KEVIN P.J GAIL H. 161,450 8RUZZESE, ANTHONEY F. J 176 000
BUHRMAN, CHARLES S.J MAUREEN 135,800 BUHRMAN, CHARLES S.J MAUREEN 10 653
BUMFORD, DONALD 134,200 BUONOPANE, JR., MICHAEL W. AND 46 000
BURDITT, DAVID L. JR, J THERESA 133,500 BURG, ETHEL 43 150
BURKE, EDWARD J.J BETSY P. 209,500 BURLEIGH, MABEL EDNA 53 850
BURLEIGH, WILLIAM J BARBARA
'
• 112,800 BURLEY FAMILY TRUST, H.B. 1 300
BURTON, ALFRED J. 198,900 BUSH, RONALD P.J DONNA A. 179 700
BUTEAU, DENNIS J CATHERINE 171,650 BUTLER, GERTRUDE I. 144 450
BUTLER, GERTRUDE I. 2,800 BUTLER, MICHAEL J MILDRED 152 550
BUTLER, RICHARD D.J KIRSTEN L. 164,650 BUXTON, WILLIAM G.
'^0
300
C J G REALTY TRUST 70,100 C.B. REALTY TRUST 45 600
C.B. REALTY TRUST 142,950 C.E.D. REALTY TRUST 650
CABRAL, FRANK. J BARBARA 12,100 CACCIOLA, PAUL J DEBRA 141 350
CALL, JULIA C. 1,000 CALLAHAN, JOHN J. 49 050
CAMHARATTA, PAUL J ROBERT 96,850 CAPLAN, NEAL H.J ELIZABETH A. 179 400
CAPSALIS, PAUL J.J NANCY A. 125,300 CAPUTO, MICHAEL A.J DEBORAH A. 110 650
CARDER, STEPHEN J.J ELIZABETH 251,150 CARLETON, BRUCE T. J FRANCES J. 103 600
CARLTON, LESLIE H.J ETHEL A. 202,450 CARNEY SR., JAMES E. 79 850
CARR, JOHN E.J CAROLYN F. 178,750 CARRICO, ADOLPH R.J MARJORIE 109 700
CARRIGAN, CHARLES J.J PATRICIA 164,350 CARTIER, JOSEPH D.J KRISTON 183 650
CASAZZA, CHARLES F.J GAIL L. 138,700 CATE, DOROTHY 122 200
CAVALLARO, JOHN J.J DIANA L. 210,650 CAWTHRON, THOMAS 103 850
CHABOT, STEVEN U. J SUSAN E. 87,650 CHAMPAGNE, MICHAEL J. J KAREN H. 130 200
CHARBONNEAU JR., ARTHUR 167,250 CHARBONNEAU, JR., JOSEPH P. J BARB 173 200
CHASE INTERVIVOS TRUST, FRANCES B. 94,300 CHASSE, MARK J.J A. DENISE 136 250
CHEEVER, GARY J.J ROBERTA M. 4,250 CHESTER, FRANK J.J DEBRA A. 104 900
CHRISTIE, JR., WILLIAM 141,600 CIARRANELLA, JOHN E. J ROSEMARY
CIT GROUP SALES FINANCING 45,500 CLARK, DANA H. 123 950
-59-
DATE 12/31/92 GROSS VALUATION LIST FREMONT EFFECTIVE APRIL 1,1992
PARCEL OWNER GROSS VALUE PARCEL OWNER GROSS VALUE
CLARK, RICHARD i EHELIA 122,950 CLAY, IRENE 56,450
CLAY, RONALD T.2, OENISE L. 122,150 CLEARY, WARREN J JUDITH 122,850
CLEAVES, BRIAN D.i ROXANNE 132,350 CLEMENT, THOMAS R J KAIHRYN H. 108,050
CMR REALTY TRUST 140,000 COCO, KEVIN N.J SUSAN T. 15,750
COISH, DAVID 218,400 COLE, HARLOW 3,200
COLLATOS, KATHLEEN A. 53,700 COLLINS, JANET F. 153,700
COLLINS, KIHBERLY F. 88,250 COLLINS, ROBERT A. 155,050
COMEAU-GELINA, OENISE E. 163,550 COHPARATO, THOMAS JR. J DIANE E 148,600
COHSTOCK, FULLER A.JR.4 ALICE 4,550 CONLEY, MADELINE V. 62,050
CONNOLLY, SCOTT J. 66,650 CONNORS, WILLIAM J.J KARIN E. 95.350
CONROY, MARGARET 61,950 CONSOlI, STEPHEN J TERESA 47,050
COOHBS, HOWARD R. 134,200 COOPER, MICHAEL H.J CAROL A. 130,350
COPENHAVER, HOWARD U.8, LOUISE 73,850 COPP, ALICE J WAYNE E. 135,050
COPP, ALLEN E. 78,750 COPP, GORDON D. 121,850
COPP, PHILLIP R. SR. 130,900 COPP, PHILLIP R.,JR.. 123,250
COPP, PHILLIP R.SR.& LUCILLE 148,000 COPP, WAYNE J SUSAN H, 220,150
COPP, yiLLIAH C.i KATHLEEN 177,550 COPSON CORP. 63,950
COPSON CORP. 52,500 COPSON CORP. 56,700
COPSON CORP. 54,750 COPSON CORP. 56,950
COPSON CORP. 57,60J COPSON CORP. 45,600
COPSON CORP. 7,400 COPSON CORP. 58,450
COPSON CORP. 59,500 CORDES, EUGENE W. 154,300
CORSO, WILLIAM W.i DEBRA A. 196,800 COSTELLO, ERNEST E.J GLENYCE M 59,050
COUGHENOUR, WILLIAM F. & GINGER 123,100 COURTEAU, ARTHUR J MARY 97,800
COURTURE, SHAWN i SHARON 134,550 COHAN, ROBERT L.J SUSAN 65,550
COWIE, DOUGLAS H.J LINDA H. 7,450 CROSS, DAVID A.J JEAN M. 116,850
CROSS, PATRICK M.i CHERYL A. 82,450 CROTEAU, DENNIS J.J CYNTHIA L. 168,150
CUNNINGHAM, BRUCE J.J LORI A. 131,450 CUNNINGHAM, ROBERT 164,600
CURRIER, ERNEST A.i TAMMY L. 84,400 CURRIER. THOMAS L. J TRACEY A. 150.100
CURTIS, CHARLES C. 183,450 D'EON, RAYMOND A.J LAURA J. 135.200
D.C. HOWARD CONST. INC. 46,900 D.C. HOWARD CONST. INC. 39,250
D.C. HOWARD CONST. INC. 39,650 DAGENIS, KOSTAS J MARGARITA 42,200
DAIGLE, HARK E. 152,900 DAKOTA REALTY TRUST 2,500
DAKOTA REALTY TRUST 8,750 DALY, JOHN F. JR. J TRACEY A. 122.550
DAN JR., JOHN 97,400 DANE, JOHN A.J LINDA I. 88.000
OANJOU, LEO J. JR. J CLAIRE V. 108,250 OAVIES, HAROLD A.J ELIZABETH R 96.600
OAVIES, PEARL H. 23„600 DAVIS, GERALD M.J JEANNE S. 233,350
DAVIS, MICHAEL J ROSA 82,150 DBL LAND CORP. 76,800
DBL LAND CORP. 101,750 DEAN, JAMES J.J ELLEN L. 122,250
OECLERCQ, RONALD & DOREEN 122,800 DEKORNE, FRANCINE R, 148,700
OELAHUNTY, JOSEPH L.J JEANNINE 143,500 DELANEY, MARK A.J JEAN E. 22,250
OELONG, MARK & JANET 112,950 OEMARCO, ANTHONY J DOROTHY 136,250
DEMERITT, GEORGE L.i KAY 700 DEMOS, CHARLES A. 109,950
OENNEY, DONALD S GWEN 120,900 DESMARAIS, WILLIAM A.J SHELLY 132.500
DESTEFANO, LEONARD J.&HARY B. 129,500 DEVARNEY, ROBERT J AVIS
DEVINE, FLORENCE 131,350 DIAMONTOPOULOS, LOUIS J RAELENE 114,150
OIANGELO, ROBERT A. 130,350 DICICCO, JEFFREY A J MARIANNE H 132.150
DICKERSON, DONALD L.i S.YOLANDA 225,950 DIHANNA, MARK J DAWN E. 128,400
DIMWIDDIE, DANTEL.R.4 JANICE E 146,200 DIONNE, DENISE M.J JAMES A. 118.450
OIPALERMO, JOSEPH A. J SANDRA 121,500 DISCHINO, ANGELO J SUSAN 95.200
DOHERTY IRREVOCABLE TRUST 125,150 DOMINGS, ERNEST A. 110,000
DONGIAN, JACOB A. 124,750 DONIGIAN, JACOB 131,900
DONIGIAN, JACOB A. 3,350 DONIGIAN, JACOB A. 150
DONIGIAN, JACOB A. 270,600 DONIGIAN, JACOB A. 13,000
DONIGIAN, JACOB A. 392,950 DONIGIAN, JACOB A. 390.850
DONIGIAN, JACOB A. 108,300 DONIGIAN, JACOB A. 276,000
DONOVAN, LEON R.J LINDA L. 142,300 DOOLAN, BETSY 239.950
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DOUCETTE, DAVID A.4 DEBORAH A.
GROSS VALUE
DORE, KENNETH R. AND 116,350 171,750.
OOUCETTE, DONALD R. 82,300 DOUGHTY, RICHARD C. 157,700
DOUGLAS, GLENN H. 205,450 DOUGLASS, JEFFREY 4 KATHY 175,050
DOy, CHARLES 140,650 DOW, KATHERINE M. 134,600
DOULING, LAURENCE 4 BARBARA 101,850 DOWNING, DAVID 4 WENDY 91,350
DOWNING, JOHN D.i LORRAINE 122,450 DOYLE, DAVID A.4 JEANETTE C. 127,500
DREYER, JOSEPH R.i HELENA Z. 137,400 DROWNE, ALBERT I. 1.550
DROUNE, ALBERT I. 250 OTW TRUST 164,300
DUBE, FRANCIS P.i JANICE H. 3,450 DUBE, JOANNE M. 42,650
DUBOIS, CLIFFORD J. 102,900 DUKETTE. JANE MARIE 101,000
DUHONT, RAJEAN 4 PATRICIA 155,350 DUNBAR, CHARLES 4 VIOLET . 163,600
DUNBAR III, CHARLES U. 217,250 DUSTON. DONALD L.4 VIRGINIA L. 5,300
DUTIL, DAVID T.4 LINDA A. 133,150 DYKE, JOHN R.4 VIRGINIA A. 149.400
DZIOBA, GARY 4 MARY 121,750 EARNSHAW, LEONARD M. 154,750
EASSON, HARIE A. 154,500 EBERHARDT, GLEN J. 4 CHRISTIE 137.450
EBERT, CAROL 218,900 EBERT, CAROL 37.450
EDDY, NANCY 55,050 EDDY, STEPHEN T.4 DONNA M. 136,700
EOHUNDS REVOC. INTER. TRUST 207.650 EIOELL, ROBERT L 4 CAROLYN D. 31,550
ELLIOTT, JAMES 4 BETH 111,700 ELLIS, ARTHUR L.4 SANDRA M. 120,800
ELLIS, FREDERICK L. 135,10'0 ELLIS, JAMES 4 OARLENE 220,350
EMERSON, NORINE 67,800 EMERSON III, FREDERICK G. 146.100
EMERY, LESLIE 4 ELEANOR 167,150 ENAIRE, HENRY J. 107,150
ENGLERT, STEPHEN F.4 JUNE C. 154,200 ESSELHAN, FRANK J. 4 JOAN P. 157.600
ESTABROOK, PHILIP H.4 ALETA L. 17,500 ESTABROOK, PHILIP H.4 ALETA, L.. 172,200
EVANS, CHARLES H 4 JOHN JR. 94,350 FAHEY, FRANCIS X. 98,400
FARIA, JOSE L.4 ANNA M. 183,550 FARRIS, BRUCE K.4 WENDY L. 108,650
FAZZI, PAUL F. 46,750 FAZZI, PAUL F. 234.100
FEENSTRA, JOHN F,4 NANCY A. 161,100 FEENSTRA, JOHN F.4 NANCY A. 18,750
FEENSTRA, WAYNE F. 142,350 FENDERSON, STEVEN J. 145.600
FERRO, NICHOLAS 4 PATRICIA 137,500 FICOCIELLO, BENNETT 4 ELEANOR 125.800
FIDLER, HELEN 103,450 FIELDING, RICHARD W.4 MARY R. 118.650
FIFFICK, WENDY D. 82,700 FINNISS, DONALD R. 113.650
FINNISS, DONALD R. 900 FISCHER, JOHN G.,JR.4 ANNA C. 39.000
FISCHER III, JOHN G. 21,600 FISH, ROBERT E.4 LINDA A. 97,800
FITZPATRICK, THOMAS B. 116,850 FLAGG, TRACY J. 4 BARBARA J. 95.200
FLIBOTTE JR., RICHARD F. 141,600 FORSYTHE, CHARLES A.4 LINDA S. 128.350
FORTUNA, MICHAEL W.4 MARY B. 176,450 FOX, PAUL B.4 PAULINE G. 94.150
FOYE, JOHN T. 4 JUDITH A. 208,550 FRALICK, ALAN G. 104,300
FRANCIS, DANIEL G.4 DELORES 141,350 FRASER, BARBARA
FRASER, COLLEEN FRASER, JAMES, JR.
FRASER, MICHAEL e FRASER, WAYNE
FRASER BROTHEifS REAL. INC 37,800 FRASER BROTHERS REAL. INC. 39.500
FREEMAN, BONITA 300 FREEMAN, BONITA 111,750
FREMONT MOTOR SALES 129,450 FREMONT SCHOOL DISTRICT 2,014.200
FREMONT'S CHOICE INC. . 32,050 FREMONT'S CHOICE INC. 650
FREMONT'S CHOICE INC. 750 FULLER, DONALD E.4 THERESA A. 52.650
FULLER, NORMAN 0. 4 GAIL A. 74,700 FULLER, RICHARD U. 100,550
G 4 P REALTY TRUST 52,950 GADDIS, WALTER 4 PATRICIA 172,600
GAGNE, DIANA L. 102,100 GAGNON, ARTHUR 91.050
GAGNON, BERNICE 4,300 GAGNON, BERNICE 63,200
GAGNON, PHILIP 1,050 GALLANT, KENNETH R.4 BEVERLY 150.200
GALLANT, TODD P. 4 CATHERINE D. 124,350 GALLOWAY, JOHN 67.450
GANLEY, JAMES T.4 MARIAN R. 113,000 GARBOUCHIN, VARTAN FRANK 111,150
GARGAS, JAMES 195.150 GARLAND, EDWARD P. 4 SUSAN H. 118,000
GARRISON REALTY 2,600 GASKILL, GORDON A. 37,000
GATES, DONALD, JR. 4 MARILYN M. 207,050 GATES, ELEANOR 143.500
GAUDET, JOHN C.4 DOROTHY 129,750 GAUDET, JOHN C.4 DOROTHY B. 62,750
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GAULIN, PATRICIA L. 233,200 GAUTREAU, ROBERT J.J JANET F.
1 '>C; 0^
GEARTY, RICHARD 30,950 GEHALO, KENNETH H. J KAREN I. \l\ PC,'?.
GELINAS, THERESA M. 128,550 GELINAS, TIMOTHY P.J CYNTHIA
1 -^.f.
9SS




GIAHPIETRO, MICHAEL 11,200 GIGUERE, JOHN J JOAN i.i J
If''
1 {/\/
GILLEN, JOHN JR. 94,100 GILLIGAN, JOHN M.J ANN MARIE 159 850
GILLINGHAH, STEPHEN A. 162,550 GILLINGHAM, STEPHEN A. J BRUCE C.
1 o/-
750
GILMAN, KEVIN B. 148,650 GIORDANO, RICHARD C. 131 250
GIRROIR, LINDA A. 130,100 GLEASON, DONNA R. 161 400
GLEED, WILLIAM H.III 92,700 GLEN OAKES INC 3 350
GLEN OAKES INC 30,500 GLEN OAKES INC.
C
J 600
GLEN OAKES INC. 950 GLEN OAKES INC. 50
GLEN OAKES INC. 5,250 GLEN OAKES INC. 28 800
GLOVER, BERNARD I LAN 155,550 GLYNN, STEPHEN R.J YUN CHA 148 750
GOLDEN, ALTON O.i SUSAN A. 184,850 GONOIS, ANDREW J.J SANDRA L. L 300
GONOIS, ANDREW J.J SANDRA L. 75,000 GORDON, DAVID J JOANNE 53 150
GORDON, SANDRA J. 122,750 GOULD, D. SCOTT J CAROL A. 197 250
GOULD, MICHAEL F. AND 212,400 GOUSLIN, ROBERT M. 106 150
GOVE, HARVEY R.J FRANCES H. 109,400 GOYETTE, EDWARD E.J MARY E. 185 300
GRAMMAS, JOHN J. 39,100 GRANT, RICHARD A.J KATRIN L.
1 «T
500
GRASSO, RANDY 8. 126,700 GRAVEL, DANIEL G.J CAROL A. 167 250
GREER, PETER S.4 SUSAN C. 179,500 GROTENHUIS, NEAL P.J VERLIE A.
1 -^ft
Is/It* 150
GROVER, FREDERICK H.J LAURA E, 78,800 GRULKE, PETER E. 191 550
GUAY, ANDREW J. 111,100 GUIOO JR., JOSEPH C. 97 20C
HAAS, THOMAS A. %. LYNDA A. 134,950 HABEEB, JOHN A.
1 CC
i 1-J 250
HAGGETT, JR., EDWARD G. J THERESA 110,000 HALL ESTATE 107 950
HALL REALTY TRUST, FLORENCE 161,250 HAMEL, MICHAEL P 101 250
HAMILTON, BRIAN T. 137,200 HAMILTON, JENNIFER J. 203 200
HAMILTON, ROBERT A.J LYN C. 173,250 HAHMOND, PROCTOR N. 129 900
HAMOR, CHARLES R.J MARY A. 50,050 HARDY, JOAN 156 550
HARMS, STEVEN U. J LINDA L. 132,350 HARRINGTON, KEVIN H.J DENISE M 57 000
HARRINGTON, KEVIN H.J DENISE M 152,000 HARRIS, THOMAS E.J BARBARA J. 68 150
HART, VALERIE 130,150 HART, VALERIE 42 500
HARTFORD, HOWARD J OLIVIA 650 HARTFORD, HOWARD E.J OLIVIA F. 60 350
HARVEWOCD, TIMOTHY T. J BRENDA L. 36,900 HARVEY, ELAINE J. 750
HARVEY, ELAINE J. 2,300 HAYWARO, DANIEL R.J ANN C. 145 050
HEALEY, N. J 0. 58,400 HEATH, FRED M. J CAROLE J. 116 350
HEATON, MICHAEL H. 1,000 HEBERT, KENDRA L. J JOCELYN G. 131 650
HENNELLY, JOHN J. 124,050 HENSON, ALBERT G. 104 200
HENSON, ALBERT J.J JEANNETTE B 84,900 HERR, FREDERICK J.J SUSAN J. 141 250
HERSOM, LEWIS E.J DIANE E. 114,700 HESELTON, F. CARROLL 200
HESELTON, F.CARROLL 82,900 HESELTON, RICHARD C. 109 750
HESELTON, STEPHEN H.J DORENE M 113,850 HICKEY, JAMES D. J DENISE A. 116 650
HICKEY, JAMES D.J DENISE A. 1,550 HILCO PROPERTY SERV. INC 50 200
HILCO PROPERTY SERV. INC. 104,850 HILL, MICHAEL T.J CATHY LEE 113 850
HILL, SHAWN W.J CHARLENE R. 136,850 HILLIARD, CLINTON H.J EUNICE P 17 750
HITCHCOCK, IRENE 117,550 HOBBS TRUST 450
HOCHENOONER, DAVID L.J BARBARA 150,000 HOEGEN, WILLIAM J. 49 450
HOEGEN JR., WILLIAM J. 220,000 HOGAN, GEORGE F.J JEAN M. 124 900
HOITT, EDNA 4,400 HOITT, EDNA 650
HOLLAND, LESLIE J. 63,450 HOLMES, GUERWOOD 143 450
HOLMES, LEON F.JR.J LORI 158,050 HOLMES, LEON F.SR.J PEARL H. 105 150
HOLTON, A. CAMILLE 183,550 HOOD, ROBERT L.J BARBARA A. 111 000
HOPKINS, JERRY L. J SHERYL A. 155,300 HOPPER, STEPHEN H.J ANN H. 98 750
HORNIG, CARL 160,200 HORSBURGH, ELLEN L.
r 600
HORSBURGH, ELLEN L. 4,700 HORSBURGH, ELLEN N. 124 10C




DATE 12/31/92 GROSS VALUATION LIST FREMONT EFFECTIVE APRIL 1,1992
PARCEL OWNER GROSS VALUE PARCEL OWNER
HULKE, LAURENCE J JEANHUCKINS, CHARLES, JR. S ELEANOR L 143,250 134,200
HURRELL, KEVIN U 2. ELENA R. 94,900 HUSSEY, RANDY J.J BRENDA P. 12^
CAT-
nUTCHINS, GLEN E.i JACQUELINE 258,400 HUTCHINSON, NORMA ^J
lOVANNI, BARRY F. 208,000 J J M REALTY TRUST 191 188
J.J. REALTY CO. 66,100 J. J. REALTY TR. 132 658
JACOBELLIS, VICTOR i MARGARET 140,800 JALBERT, JERLENE 89 858
JANVRIN, CLYDE R 3, LYNNE A. 53,700 JANVRIN, NEAL R. J CAROLE A. 175 650
JANVRIN, STEVEN M.J DEMISE J. 120,600 JANZEGERS, DONNA G.J REHI C.
'
128 108
JARMAN, DAVID 175,300 JENNELL, JAY 146 550
JENSEN, RICHARD A.i MARY N. 6,650 JENSEN, RICHARD A.J MARY H. 75 700
JETT, LEUI5 R.i PATRICIA M. 36,850 JEWETT, EDWARD
1
J- 980
JEWETT, EDWARD 1,250 J0HAN50N, NANCY
JOHNSON, DARREN L. i SANDRA J. 140,050 JOHNSON, DONALD M. 206 000
JOHNSON, FAYE 850 JOHNSON, FAYE 1 650
JOHNSON, GEORGE HA ORRIS F. 137,150 JOHNSON, MARK R. J CAROLYN L. 167 258
JOHNSON, RICHARD P.i PATRICIA 187,900 JOHNSTON, WALTER S. 38 800
JOHNSTON, WALTER S. 3,100 JOHNSTONE, EUGENE T.J ELEANOR 97 158
JOHNSTONE, MICHAEL R'. 101,650 JOHNSTONE, ROBERT J.J SHARON L 84 5CC
JORDAN, DIANA L. 159,500 JOSSELYN, ROBERT F.J FLORENCE 127 950
KACH, JAMES M.2, NANCY L. 450 KAKOURIS, lOANNIS J MARGOULA 135 758
KAKOURIS, lOANNIS i HARIGOULA 135,950 KALIL, DAVID J DAWN 109 150
KARAMOURTOPOULOS, PETER J. 274,700 KASKIEWICZ, STEPHEN R.JBARBARA 113 958
KEARNEY, PHILLIP 2,250 KEC5KEHETY, STEPHEN C. 206 230
KEEFE, WINIFRED H. 109,500 KEENEY, JOHN 0. J RE8AKAH A. 214 688
KEHL, CONSTANCE 123,900 KELLER, RALPH H. J EILEEN F. 127 550
KELLEY, JAMES J LISA 105,200 KELLEY, RUTH 28 288
KELLIHER, JOSEPH & MARY 2,250 KELLIHER, JOSEPH F.J MARY E. 5 558
KELLIHER, JOSEPH F.4 MARY E. 1,000 KELLY, FLOYD M.J PATRICIA L. 106 058
KELLY, ROBERT P.J. BARBARA J. 109,050 KELLY, STEPHEN A. 127 053
KENCH, M. LORRAINE 83,700 KENNEDY, FRANCIS R.J MARYBETH 144 700
KENNETT, MALCOLM A.i DAPHNE 144,850 KENNEWAY, MICHAEL J CHRISTINE 140 600
KERAGHAN, SR., JOHN E. 142,650 KIELINEN, JEFFREY B.J LISA B.C 132 900
KIMBALL, CHARLES 118,800 KIMBALL, PAULINE H. 62 100
KING, SEREANO F.J OLIVE 30,900 KINNEY, DAVID B. 9 788
KIRK, ROGER H. JR. J LINDA J. 172,000 KIVLEY, KEVIN J SYLVIA 129 150
KNIGHT, DONALD C. 48,800 KNIGHT, ROBERT AND ; 126 500
KNOWLES, DAVID R.J HOLLY CD. 174,250 KNOX, ROBERT F. JR. 205 850
KOSHES, GEORGE J RANDI L. 105,750 KOTYK, WALTER J ALICE 26 358
KOWALSKI, RUDOLPH W. J BETTY N. 221,050 KREITNER, RICHARD G.J DEBRA 4 488
LABBE, LIESELOTTE J PATRICK 146,850 LADD REVOC. LIVING TRUST, GARDNER 58
LADO REVOC. LIVING TRUST, GARDNER 150 LADD REVOC. LIVING TRUST, GARDNER 250
LAOD REVOC. LIVING TRUST, GARDNER 350 LADO REVOC. LIVING TRUST, GARDNER 208
LADD REVOC. LIVING TRUST, GARDNER 146,950 LADD REVOC. LIVING TRUST, GARDNER 1,150
LAOD REVOC. LIVING TRUST, GARDNER 150 LADD REVOC. LIVING TRUST, GARDNER 1,408
LADD REVOCABLE TRUST, GARDNER J MI 1,050 LAMB, PETER R.J BEATRICE 101,458
LAMBERT, ROLAND J JOAN 179,350 LANG. KENNETH G. J LAVERNE H 69,300
LANTELME, JOHN R. 67,850 LANZI, PAUL W. J JAYNE Y. 170,950
LAPIERRE, THOMAS U.J MICHELLE 126,450 LAROCCA, CARMINE J.J MARIA D. 134,980
LAROCHE, KATHY (COPP) 122,600 LARSON. GERALD A. 134,858
LARSON, ROBERT C.J MARILYN D. 191,300 LASCOLA, ANTONIO J YVETTE 54,508
LASKOWSKI, PAUL M.J JILL E. 173,650 LASZLO, PHELPS 0/ ,t,jv
LATWEN, OLGIE A. 650 LATWEN, OLGIE A. 85C
LAULETTA, ANTHONY R.J LAURIE A 98,100 LAUTER GROUP INC. 42,708
LAUTER GROUP INC. 42,550 LAUTER GROUP INC. 51,000
LAUTER GROUP INC. 42,550 LAUTER GROUP INC. 49,008
LAUTER GROUP INC. 42,450 LAVERY, JOHN J. 61,300
LAW ELECTIC, INC. 38,200 LAWRENCE SAVINGS BANK 312
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LE, TUAN I LAN,V. 183,350
LEBLANC, MATHEU R. i JOYCE A. 110,450
LEBLANC, WILLIAM J.i ELEANOR J 159,600
LECLAIR, FRED 4 JOYCE 700
LECLAIR, FRED M. i JOYCE I. 50
LECLAIR. FRED H. 4 JOYCE I. 7,500
LECLAIR, FRED H. 4 JOYCE I. 137,050
LECLAIR, MICHAEL S.
LEE, BARBARA BRITTEN 111,550
LENNON, JOEL B.i LISE L. 137,850
LEONCELLO, ALBERT i CONCETTA 62,800
LEVASSEUR, HERBERT 2, MILDRED 128,900
LEWIS BUILDERS 5,550
LEWIS REVOCABLE TRUST, LILLIAN 40,450
LEWIS REVOCABLE TRUST, LILLIAN 75,300
LEWIS REVOCABLE TRUST, LILLIAN 31,350
LEWIS REVOCABLE TRUST, LILLIAN 26,850




LIZAK, GARY D.i JANET H. 91,000
LOTHIAN, RICHARD HARRY 196,500
LOVELY, MICHAEL F.J LYNNE H. 102,400
LUCREZIA, JERRY i JUDITH A. 68,050
LUFKIN, GEORGE A.i BARBARA 11,100
LUKAS, JUDITH 58,450
LUTES, KENNETH 3,250
LYFORD, SIDNEY J.i SHEILA E. 2,250
LYNCH, BRIAN R.J BETTE L. 140,850
LYONS, TRINA R. KOLONOSKI 131,300
HACIEJOWSKI, PETER E. 143,000
MAGNUSON, THEODORE S.J CONRAD 4,650
MAGNUSSON, ROBERT S.J KRISTINA J. . 151,350
MA600N, CARRIE 118,300
MAHON, THOMAS 112,300
MAKAR JR., FRANK B. 144,200
MAKIN, LYNNE P. 83,200
HALEK, ALBERT H.J DIANE R. 181,400
MALONEY, DANIEL T.J KATHLEEN 9,250
MALOOF, RICHARD G.J MARY S. 144,850
MARQUIS, GEORGE E.J LINDA E. 2,900
HARRONE, ALFRED J.J DIANE M. 180,050
HARTEL, ALFRED J PATRICIA J. 94,300
MARTEL, WILLIAM H. 49,150
MARTIN, OREN L.J JOANN E. 96,100
HARTINELLO, PAUL J.J CHRISTINE 169,050
MASLOWSKI, ROBERT W. J DEBORAH A. 165,300
MATTIA, RALPH D. 143,100
MAYOTTE, MAUREEN C 33,000
HCASKILL, PEARL D. 117,550
MCDONALD, LISA A. 112,250
MCFARLAND, HERBERT 1,300
MCFARLAND, JR., KENNETH J. J DARLE 265,250
MCQALL, THOMAS 54,600
MCGEE, STEPHEN J NANCY 185,550
MCKAY, DANIEL SR.J SANDRA 21,050
PARCEL OWNER
r r, p ,- r ' ' ! 1 ! r
LEAVEY, EVELYN 77,453
LEBLANC, WILLIAM J.J ELEANOR J lid ,j</'v
LECLAIR, FRED J JOYCE 82,100
LECLAIR, FRED M. J JOYCE I. 50
LECLAIR, FRED M. J JOYCE I. 1,000
LECLAIR, FRED H. J JOYCE I. 1,300
LECLAIR, FRED SCOTT 136,750
LECLAIR, ROWENA 63,350
LEE, ROBERT E.J HELEN L.
1 A -^ A A
4W , 7%iV
LEO, MARIE E.J 2,550
LEPORE, LELAND C.J SUSAN 115,200
LEWIS, RICHARD E. 104,300
LEWIS REVOCABLE TRUST, LILLIAN 45,250
LEWIS REVOCABLE TRUST, LILLIAN 44,600
LEWIS REVOCABLE TRUST, LILLIAN 30,350
LEWIS REVOCABLE TRUST, LILLIAN 30,000
LEWIS REVOCABLE TRUST, LILLIAN 26,350




LODGE, BYRON J LENA 35,800
LOURETTE, LAWRENCE L.J NANCY 212,450
LUCAS, WALTER J DIANE J. 171,650
LUFKIN, GEORGE A.J BARBARA 12,200
LUFKIN, JAMES F. 183,950
LUTES, KENNETH 13,250
LYFORD, LAWRENCE 2,850
LYFORD HEIRS JOHN 600
LYONS, JEROME J., J MAUREEN F. 7,700
MACAULAY, DELMAR P.J ELSIE 71,650
MACNEILLY, WILLIAM D. 45,050
MAGNUSSON, KEVIN J.J LISA L. 104,650
HAGOON, CARRIE 113,850
HAHER, ROBERT J MARILYN 97,850
MAHONEY, ARIELA H. 102,950
MAKHOUL, GEORGE J LORRAINE J. 201,150
MALCHANOFF, STEVEN J KATHERINE 191,900
MALONE, JOSEPH J LINDA.
MALOOF, RICHARD G.J MARY S. 164,700
MALOOF, RICHARD G.J MARY S. 29,65i
MARQUIS, GEORGE E.J LINDA E. 178,400
MARSH, ROBERT W.J PAULINE H. 116,400
MARTEL, NANCY J. 255,300
MARTIN, ABRAHAM M. J 100,300
MARTINEAU JR., NORMAN J. 145,700
MASCIARELLI, DAVID P. 45,580
MATHEWS, KAREN R. 121,850
MAYNARD, CHESTER J., SR.J NANCY 8,250
MCALLISTER, PAUL J.J CAROL A. 160,150
MCCABE, MATT M.J MARY ANN 109,900
MCDONNELL, JOHN J.J ELIZABETH 39,650
MCFARLAND, KENNETH J GLADYS 57,900
MCGAHEY, MICHAEL O.J ELEANOR J 114,950
MCGALL ESTATE, VERTA 1,700
MCINTOSH, GEORGE W. 93,108
MCKAY, DANIEL W.J PATRICIA I. 289,650
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HCLAIN, PAUL K. m,m MCLAUGHLIN, GE0RGE,JR.4 BARBARA 115, 850'
HCLEOD, UARREN L. 4 LINDA R. 185,380 HCMURRAY, BARBRE L. 169 250
HCNULTY, BRIAN A. • 164,850 MCRAE, CYNTHIA
'J
100
MCRAE, CYNTHIA C. 186,300 HCREA, DIANE D. 45 250
HEANEY, EDUARD F.4 SHARON 148,000 MELAN50N, DOUGLAS A. 4 CAROL A. 139 300
HELNICK, VICTOR O.J BERNICE 124,000 MENARD, ROBERT Y.4 LYNDA A. 120 550
MENARD, STEPHEN H.SR.JPHYLLIS 136,350 MENTER, CHESTER E. 4 DAVID F. 136 750
HERCIER, ALBERT J.i SANDRA 119,250 MERCIER, JAMES L.4 ARLENE 126 950
MERRIFIELD, KENNETH L. JR. 116,500 MERRILL REVOCABLE TRUST, JOHN 210 550
MESSINA, SANTO J. 4 DEBRA L. 179,150 METEVIER, LLOYD 4 BETTY 90 850
MEUSE, STASIA 2,000 HEY, JOHN E. 95 700
HICCILE, JOSEPH F.4 KATHY A. 150,800 MIKOLYSKI, THEODORE J. 109 400
MILLER, DANIEL J 4 TINA L. 128,350 MILLER, DAVID A. 4 ELIZABETH A. 143 050
MILLER, DONALD R.4 GAIL A. 124,100 MILLER, MICHAEL B. 170 250
MILLER, WELDON A. 4 SALLY A. 70,100 HILOT, ROCKWOOD P. 4 PAMELA J. 173 850
MINNON, RICHARD J. 4 DEBRA R. 197,950 HONAHAN, RICHARD J. 4 CONSTANCE 153 758
MONOVICZ, WILLIAM 4 PAULINE 82,950 MONTY, PETER 4 ELENI 124 350
MOODY, MAURICE M.4 ALICE V. 117,250 MOORE, ROBERT A. AND 51 058
MOORE, RONALD B.4 FAITH 0. 205,250 HORAN, DAVID E. 4 DIANA H. 27 750
MORAN, DAVID EDWARD 253,30« MORRIS FAMILY, INTER VIVOS TRUST 113 488
MORRISSETTE, GARY 110,800 MORRISSETTE, PAULINE 224 100
MOSSON, JOSEPH A. 128,950 HOTOWIDLAK, ANDREW 4 VIOLA 56 150
MOTOUIDLAK, DAVID R. 55,300 HOTOWIDLAK, DAVID R. 162 700
MUCCI, GARY A. 4 ELSIE M. 179,850 HUHLHAUSER, RICHARD P. 4 SHIRLEY 127 600
HULDOWNEY, JOSEPH H.4 CHERYL 115,750 HULLEN, JOHN A. 169 800
MUNSEY, DAVID 4 BARBARA 208,200 HURNANE, KEVIN P. 93 100
MURPHY, BERNARD U. 160,450 MURPHY, CHARLES C.4 ESTHER N. 123 100
MURPHY, CHARLES F.4 GAYLE J. 147,750 MURPHY, DOUGLAS W.4 HARY E. 150 750
MYRICK, DANIEL F. 4 JULIA R. 51,050 N.H. ELECTRIC COOP., INC. 236 800
N.H.PULP 4 LUMBER CO. INC. 59.050 N.H.PULP 4 LUHBER CO. INC. 302 350
NACHMAN, FRANK D. 4 STACY J. 150,900 NAROONE, ANTHONY F. 4 PATRICIA 51 200
NASH, JAMES R.4 MYRTLE M. 124,450 NELSON, JOHN 165 550
NELSON, HARK H. 231,750 NELSON, SCOTT 155 600
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE 14,350 NEWTON, JUDITH
NICHOLS, LEONARD R.i DEBRA Q'.
'
169,650 NICHOLSON, FRANK W.4 RETA H.
'
135 300
NICOLAISEN SR. REV. TRUST, CHESTER! 6,550 NIGRO, MARTHA LEE 128 550
NOBLE, WENDY S. GAUDET- 76^180 NOON, DONALD R.4 PAHELA A. 85 300
NORRIS, ROBERT K.4 JUDITH J. 169,200 NOYES, ROLAND E. 47 100
O'BRIEN, JAMES J. 4 ELAINE G. 172,600 O'BRIEN, JOHN F. 4 CORNELIUS 124 200
O'BRIEN, SHAWN 45,950 O'CONNELL, JAHES M.4 CECEILA L, 164 700
O'HARE, JOHN P. 4 ELLEN H. 97,100 O'KEEFE, MICHAEL J. 4 ELLEN H. 110 150
O'NEIL, GERARD. J. 4 CAROL ANN 209,350 OROWAY, CATHY L. 169 050
ORDZIE, THOMAS F.4 ELAINE B. 1,300 OUELLETTE, MICHAEL A. 4 HELEN P 165 658
OUELLETTE, MICHAEL A'.i HELEN P 42,600 OUELLETTE, MICHAEL A. 4 HELEN P 24 658
OVENS, JAMES G.4 ANDREA K. 132,400 PAGE, DOUGLAS H. 183 150
PAGE, HOWARD 4 MARION 123,100 PAGE, MARJORIE 49 850
PAIGE, JR., WALTER JOHN AND 180,250 PAINT MINE HILLS, INC. 258
PAINT MINE HILLS, INC. 44,050 PAIS, ROBERT 4 DENISE 49 008
PALEN, DANIEL J. 4 MARIE 198,350 PALMER, MICHAEL J. 12 100
PALMER, MICHAEL J. 78,550 PALMER, TIMOTHY P. 115 858
PAPPADOPOULOS, GEORGE J. 4 SYLVIA 62,150 PARADIS, EDWARD R. 4 TERRY A. 85 960
PARKER, THOMAS 421,350 PARKER, WILLIAM G. 35 008
PARKER HEIRS, GERALD L. 12,750 PARSONS, HARVEY 4 ELVINA 34 850
PATNAUDE, PETER U. 300 PATNAUDE, PETER W. 4 LILLIAN A. / 250
PATNAUDE, PETER U. 4 LILLIAN A. 141,200 PATNAUDE, VIRGINIA 107 980
PATTON, JAMES L. 4 BABARA J. 148,300 PECK, RICHARD A. 91
PECKHAM, WILLIAM 4 KELLY 54,603 PECOLA, DAVID P. 4 VANESSA B. 139 885
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PELLERIN, JOANNA JOHNSON 1,750 PELLETIER, ROBERT F.J MARCIA 244,530
PENTUCKET FIVE CENTS BANK 83,150 PENTUCKET FIVE CENTS BANK 57,400
PENTUCKET FIVE CENTS BANK 53,050 PENTUCKET FIVE CENTS BANK 0^ ,101/
PEPPER, JOHN R. 109,900 PERKINS, DAVID R. 4 JENNIFER E. 51,308
PERKINS, DAVID W.S GAYLE 130,000 PERKINS, STEPHEN D.i JEANNIE M 134,353
PERRY, PAUL E.a JUDITH 157,100 PERRY, SHAUN M.4 NANETTE L. 111,153
PETERSON, ALBERT U.X JUDITH 14,550 PETERSON, ALBERT W.J JUDITH A 167,700
PETERSON, DAVID A. i DANIELLE H. 123,500 PETERSON, JOHN G.J MARY ANNE 159.200
PETERSON, PHILIP lA VIRGINIA 14,800 PETERSON, PHILIP E.J VIRGINIA 148,853
PETERSON, PHILIP E.& VIRGINIA 12,650 PETERSON, PHILIP E.J VIRGINIA 258
PETERSON, PHILIP E.i VIRGINIA 102,050 PETERSON, PHILIP E.J VIRGINIA 1,958
PETRIE, DAVID C.i AUDREY L. 145,250 PEVEAR, PENNY B. 92,008
PHILBRICK, RUSSELL E. i KAREN 150,450 PHILBRICK, RUSSELL E.J KAREN L. 155,950
PHILBRICK ASSOCIATES 1,343,450 PHILLIPS II, PAUL T. 156,600
PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY 550 PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY 8,903
PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY 15,900 PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY 1,058
PICARD, ERNEST R. 92,653 PICKARD, DEBORAH A. 113,983
PICChE, RICHARD F.S KATHELEEN 141,650 PIERCE, MATTHEW G ii8,95e
PIERCE, RICHARD A.i LYNETTE J. 4,150 PIKE, STEPHEN D. 93,550
PINDER, CHARLOTTE 117,100 PINKHAH REALTY TRUST 232,908
PITKIN, KENNETH F.i VERONICA 125,450 PITKIN, RONALD R.J CHERYL 155,830
PLACIOO, CHARLES U. 55,550 PLAISTOW BANK J TRUST 217,658
PLAISTOU CO-O BANK 50 PLAISTOW CO-OP BANK 436
PLAISTOW CO-OP BANK 342,700 PLANTE JR., EMIL J. 177,908
PLANTE JR., EMILE J. 9,900 PLANTE JR., EMILE J. 5,250
PLANTE JR., EKILE J. 1,400 PLOUROE, FRANCIS J. AND 8
POFF, ERIC S.J JANET P. 128,100 POLK, ANTHONY L. J LINDA A. 37,950
POLLINGER, ROBERT J.i ANNA P. 126,700 POLLINGER, ROBT.G.J CONSTANCE 150.356
POPLIN BUILDERS, INC. 46,350 PORETSKY, CURTIS I J SARAH M. TR 117.450
PORTER, RICHARD 2. JANET 121,900 PORTER, ROSEANNA I. 51,408
POTTER, CARL 3,300 POTTER, CARL 100.450
POWERS, JAMES F.i PAULA A. 182,400 PRATT, PAUL J.J ROXANNE M. 148,308
PRATT, SAMUEL E. J LILLIAN B. 113,750 PRESCOTT, BRIAN P.J BRENDA J. 124,630
PROULX, DONNA M. 19,600 PROUT, MARGARET A. 173,350
PROVOST, MICHAEL A. J DENISE A. 121,200 PUBLIC SERVICE CO. OF N.H. 971.650
PURINGTON ESTATE, DOROTHY 91,500 PUTNAM, STANLEY W.J DIANE 2,800
QUALITY FLAME CUT. INC. 365,000 QUIMBY, VELHA E. 2,300
QUINN, JOHN F.,JR.S CHERYL L. 113,400 R J S REALTY CORP 25,758
R 4 S REALTY CORP 21,650 R J S REALTY CORP 21,300
R i S REALTY CORP 21,300 R J S REALTY CORP 33,408
R i S REALTY CORP 25,850 R J S REALTY CORP 26,458
R a S REALTY CORP 25,750 R J S REALTY CORP 21,338
R 8, S REALTY CORP 26,500 R J S REALTY CORP 25,753
R J S REALTY CORP 21,700 R J S REALTY CORP 29,258
R i S REALTY CORP 25,800 R J S REALTY CORP 26,050
R i S REALTY CORP 25.900 R J S REALTY CORP 25,800
R i S REALTY CORP 26,250 R J S REALTY CORP 21,403
R i S REALTY CORP 25,100 R & S REALTY CORP 24,550
R J S REALTY CORP, 26,150 R J S REALTY CORP 28,500
R i S REALTY CORP 28,200 R J S REALTY CORP 31,850
R i S REALTY CORP 26,900 R J S REALTY CORP 24,130
R 2, S REALTY CORP 21,900 R J S REALTY CORP 21.300
R i S REALTY CORP 213,400 R J S REALTY CORP 82,600
RAGONESE, JEAN F. 1.350 RAGONESE, JEAN F.
or.-
t.-J'V
RAGONESE, JEAN F. 236,350 RAGONESE, JEAN F. 161,280
RAND, RICHARD E.J, ELIZABETH 82.450 RANOEL, GERALD BRUCE i H u , 8 G
RANDOLPH. BRUCE K. 130,100 RANFOS, ROBERT
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RANKIN, DAVID A.i EMMA J. 116,550 RAY, LOIS JOULE 2,900
REID, MICHAEL J.i KATHRYN I. 152,700 REPCZYNSKI, THOMAS J.J GRACE F 207 000
REYNOLDS, BRUCE JOHN S" JODY A. 173,850 REYNOLDS, ELEANOR 59 450




RICCI, DAVID A. 4 DIANA 101,300 RICH, ALAN J. 4 ETHEL M. 68 250
RICH, TODD C.i DEBORAH J. 115,250 RICHARD, DAVID J. 4 KATHERINE K 136 660
RICHARDS, STEVEN U. 116,450 RICHARDSON, ARTEMAS 4 FREDERICA 192 200
RICHARDSON, ARTEMAS J FREDERICA 27,450 RICHARDSON, ROBERT I. 110 900
RICHARDSON, STUART R. 108,900 RICHMOND, UILLIAM U. 4 PATRICIA 213 250
RICKER, JOAN A. 123,050 RIDLEY, KIM RANDOLPH 79 060
RINES, ROBERT J DENISE 98,300 RISLOVE, ALLAN R. 206 050
RISLOVE, ALLAN R.i MARJORIE 173,700 RISLOVE, MICHAEL 138 950
RISLOVE, MICHAEL A. 157,550 RIZZOTTI, RICHARD R.4 GIUSEPPA 145 500
ROBERTIE, UILLIAM D.4 PATRICIA 126,000 ROBERTS, ALAN P. 113 150
ROBERTS, NANCY L. 201,850 ROBIE, CARROLL G. 139 106
ROBINSON, GERALD W. 201,800 ROBINSON, JANET H. 192 960
ROBINSON, MAURICE L.J BARBARA 122,450 ROBLES, FELIX P. 4 TERESA A. 107 300
ROCHETTE, RICHARD L.i ANN M. 52,750 ROCKY HILL REALTY CO. 41 400
ROE, KEVIN i ANGELA 143,250 ROGERS, RICHARD H.4 SHARON A. 167 950
ROMANO, MICHAEL A. 55,400 ROSEN, JOEL B. 12 260
ROUFF, WILLIAM F. 151,280 ROULSTON, GEORGE E.4 CAROLINE 69 406
ROUSE, DANIEL H. 59,400 ROUE, CHARLES K. 4 LOUISE M. 750
ROyE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 28,150 ROUE, CHARLES K.4 LOUISE M. 6 068
ROME, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 32,250 ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 56
ROWE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 4,950 ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 14 200
ROWE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 55,750 ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 117 466
ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 56,500 ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 56
ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 58,950 ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 37 456
mi, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 5,906 ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 25 586
ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 46,200 ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 43 766
ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 178,400 ROUE, CHARLES K. TRUSTEE 8 650
ROUE, LOUISE M. TRUSTEE 73,900 ROUE, LOUISE M. TRUSTEE 69 350
ROUE, LOUISE M. TRUSTEE 67,600 ROUE, LOUISE M TRUSTEE 8 250
ROUE, LOUISE M. TRUSTEE 8,700 ROUE, LOUISE M TRUSTEE 57 400
ROUE, LOUISE M. TRUSTEE 73,000 ROUE, LOUISE M TRUSTEE 66 600
ROWE, LOUISE M. TRUSTEE 55,050 ROUE, LOUISE M TRUSTEE 59 460
ROUE, LOUISE H. TRUSTEE 8,150 ROUE, LOUISE M TRUSTEE 9 250
ROWE, LOUISE M. TRUSTEE 67,600 ROUE, LOUISE M TRUSTEE 51 588
ROWE, LOUISE M. TRUSTEE 52,900 ROWE, LOUISE M TRUSTEE 650
ROUE, LOUISE M. TRUSTEE 56,500 ROUE, STEVEN M 4 LESLIE S. 13'!
ROY, DANIEL G i JOAN V. 185,430 ROY, DENNIS J. 238 750
ROY, THOMAS A.S SANDRA L. 147,600 ROY, URBAIN E. 106 400
mid, MICHAEL F.i CYNTHIA 154,550 ROYER, BRIAN P. 4 BREEDA L. 173 458
RUNCIE, EDWARD J. 4 MARION E. 124,700 RUSSELL, JOSEPH A. 4 KATHLEEN T 177 356
RUSSELL, RICHARD H.4 MARYANNE 168,550 RUSSO, JAMES A. 4 CAROL 139 556
RUTHENA REALTY TRUST 3,500 RYAN, DONALD J. 4 PHYLLIS I. lei
RYANS, OEBRA ANN 123,500 RYDEEN, ROBERT J. 4 KAREN ANN 170 650
SABIN, LORRAINE E. 148,400 SACHS, UERNER 42 660
SAIDLA, G.UHITNEY.4 PAMELA E. 159,550 SALOIS, ROBERT E.4 CYNTHIA R. 124 650
SALOVITCH, EUGENE i BRENDA J. 97,000 SANDMAN, SUSAN ALFORD 10 158
SARGENT, RUTH E. 93,250 SAUNDERS, PAUL E.4 DENISE
1 ->z
i> J 750
SAVARD, DAVID J. 4 CYNTHIA 228,200 SAUYER, STEVEN D. 4 HAZEL R. 64 75C
SCHOLES, UILLIAM G.i KATHLEEN 214,050 SCHOLES, UILLIAM G,4 KATHLEEN 45 606
SCHOU, JOHN T.,JR.i JOHN i.II 1,750 SCHRAMM, ELMER A. 121 656
SCHREIBER, ERIC ROLAND 4 CARCL 133,850 SCHREIBER, ROLAND 4 EVA ALBERTA 157 550
SCHUARZENBERG, ARTHUR G. 120,350 SCRIBNER RD. REALTY TRUST 466
SEAVEY, HELEN P. 107,250 SEBRING REALTY TRUST . • 134 586
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SEC. OF VETERANS AFFRAIRS
SHAHEEN, PHILIP H. AND
SHAW, DAVID W.i E.LORRAINE
SHELDON, HAROLD
SHERMAN, HAROLD R. i NANCY








SIMPSON, ERNEST R. J ROSE H.
SIROIS, ROGER J.
SLEEPER, GORDON W.
SLOAN, ROGER P. i DORIS A.
SHALL, ARTHUR L.
'
SMELTZER, JAMES H.i JOYCE A.
SMITH, DONNA S.
SMITH, JAMES B.i CINDY L.
SMITH, PAUL W.i SUSAN L.
SMITH, ROBERT i RICHARD
SORAK, STEPHEN 4 JANICE
SPINALE, GUY R.J CAROL H.
SPOOR, ARCHIBALD R. AND
ST. JOHN, MARY
STACEY ESTATE, LILLIAN
STANTON, KEITH J.i LINDA F.
STARKEY, PAUL 2, NORA
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STEELE, GEORGE L.J LENA E.
STEVENS, ROBERTA E.
STILWELL, LARRY J LINDA
STONE, LEE P.
STRENGTH, PHILLIP B.J CAMILLA
SiROPLE, DONALD W.J BARBARA W.
SULLIVAN, ROBERT W.J PATRICIA
SUMMERS, KATHERINE F. AND
SWIEZYNSKI, STEPHEN J.J DORIS
SWIRKA, THOMAS R.









THAYER, CHARLES L. JR.
THAYER, KATHERINE WINN
THAYER JR., JERRY
THERRIEN, JOSEPH U.J TERESA M.
THOMAS, PHILLIP E.J CAROL A.
GROSS VALUE PARCEL OWNER GROSS VALUE
133,250 SEC. OF VETERANS AFFAIRS 89,400
2,900 SENTER, HELEN P. 144,650
147,500 SHANNON ESTATE, FRANK B. 60,900
148,450 SHAW, RICHARD W.J HARLENE F. 103,350
90,250 SHERMAN, HAROLD R. J NANCY 63,750
59,850 SHERMAN, HAROLD R. J NANCY 56,000
181,850 SHERMAN CORP., H.R. 110,250
1,400 SHERMAN CORP., H.R. 73,600
42,750 SHERMAN CORP., H.R. 44,450
44,950 SHERMAN CORP., H.R. 81,300
173,200 SHUBERT REALTY TRUST 63,450
m,m' SIATKOWSKI, THADOEUS J JUDITH 101,650
60,300 SIMON, ALAN H.J DIANE J. 116,050
39,300 SIMPSON, ERNEST L.J DIANE B. 82,950
89,750 SINTON, JAMES A.T. 79,350
450 SLEEPER, GORDON W. 1,300
1,300 SLEEPER, GORDON H. 150
4,400 SLOSSER, PAUL J, 170,850
177,450 SMALL, HAROLD E.J ANNA .172,200
123,950 SMITH, CHRISTOPHER H. 203,800
40,200 SMITH, DONNA S. 76,950
138,700 SMITH, NORTON J GWENDOLYN 84,450
113,100 SMITH, ROBERT: J RICHARD 1,850
~: 3,000 SOMHER; FREDERICK III J KATHY 130,650
244.950 SOUTHMAYO, JOHN R.J JULIE A, 131,600
190,450 SPINNEY,.ROBERT J MONICA 135,550
65,200 SPRACKLIN, GEORGE F. 178,350
39,300 ST. JOHN, LILLIAN 109,700
3,250 STACKfOLE, ROBERT F.J ANN M. 160,600
147,800 . STANWOOD, ALLEN L.J PAMELA A. 131,050
132,300 STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 11,150
27,650 STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 69,250
14,200 STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 58,250
114,500 STEVENS, ESTHER 65,100
136,250 STEWARD, JR., RICHARD J.Jj-YNN A.M 126,700
136,950 STINER, ROBERT N. 194,150
122,000 STONEMARK MANAGEMENT CO. 45,100
5,600 STROPLE, DONALD W.J BARBARA W. 119,800
5,000 SULLIVAN, MICHAEL E.J TERRY L. 193,700
128,500 SULLIVAN, SCOTT A. AND 151,300
136,200 SWEENEY, SCOTT 17,300
156,700 SWINDELL, ERIC W. J ELIZABETH A. 130,150
115,750 TALENT, RUTH 15,500
121,600 TANGUAY, MARCIA 99,750
126,250 TAYLOR, WILLIAM III J DENISE N 80,650
105,450 TEWELL, ROY A. JR. J SUSANNE H 130,750
800 THAYER, CHARLES L. 100
10,000 THAYER, CHARLES L. 1,750
600 THAYER, CHARLES L. 50
1,000 THAYER, CHARLES L. 1,300
750 THAYER, CHARLES L; 2,850
1,300 THAYER, CHARLES L. 1,050
650 THAYER, KATHERINE WINN 1,450
400 THAYER JR., JERRY 1,050
300 THEORI, STYLANOS J -SUZANNEE J. 169,700
124,250 THOMAS, MATTHEW J SHARON 93,600
112,300 THOMPSON, DAVID J RENE 122,300
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THOMPSON, LAWRENCE E. 1«),15« THOMPSON, LAWRENCE E. 77,100
THORNTON, JOHN F, i BRIDGET A. 53 750 TIBBETTS, MARY E. 67 150
TIDD, CHARLES 139 750 TILLEY, GERALDINE 102 700
TINGLEY, STEVEN J. 112 250 TOMASZ, STEVEN 97 150
TOOHEY, STEPHEN E.i PATRICIA M 113 650 TORROMEO, HENRY 9 400
TORROMEO, HENRY 89 050 TORTOLINI, JOHN, GERALD 4 PETER 10 250
TOTH, RHONDA L. 112 250 TOULE, GEORGE W.S JEANNETTE 115 800
TOWN OF FREHONT 12 750 TOWN OF FREMONT « 40C
TOWN OF FREHONT 1 500 TOWN OF FREHONT
1
1 000
TOWN OF FREMONT 1 750 TOWN OF FREHONT 18 00C
TOWN OF FREMONT 341 750 TOWN OF FREMONT 137 450
TOWN OF FREMONT 33 900 TOWN OF FREMONT 28 90S
TOWN OF FREMONT 10 150 TOWN OF FREMONT 26 400
TOWN OF FREMONT 34 400 TOWN OF FREMONT 111 5SC
TOWN OF FREMONT 400 TOWN OF FREHONT 17 350
TOWN OF FREMONT 71 900 TOWN OF FREMONT 50 800
TOWN OF FREHONT 156 550 TOWN OF FREHONT 58 900
TOWN OF FREHONT 1 000 TOWN OF FREHONT 1 403
TOWN OF FREHONT 11 300 TOWN OF FREHONT 7 750
TOWN OF FREHONT 2 900 TOWN OF FREMONT 62 500
TOWN OF FREHONT 39 500 TOWN OF FREHONT 18 000
TOWN OF FREMONT 33 500 TOWN OF FREMONT 31 000
TOWN OF FREMONT 10 750 TOWN OF FREHONT 6 500
TOWN OF FREHONT 10 100 TOWN OF FREMONT 10 950
TOWN OF FREHONT TOWN OF FREHONT
TOWN OF FREHONT 40 850 TREMBLAY, MARC P. i STEPHANIE C. 42 800
TROLANO, ROBERT A. X CAROL A. 124 950 TROY, THOMAS M. I BARBARA J. 104 650
TROY, THOMAS H.4 BARBARA J. 1 500 TROY, WILLIAH H. 4 LAURA V. 72 800
TUCK, GARY L.2. HARY K. 159 900 TUCK, GILBERT k JOAN 44 300
TURNER, BERNICE 125 000 TURNER, BERNICE R. 76 900
TURNER, BRUCE i EARL 2 500 TURNER, BRUCE R.
•J
000
TURNER, BRUCE R.i PENNY L. 120 250 TURNER, DALE E.i PATRICIA A. 144 600
TURNER, FLORENCE 1 950 TURNER, HENRY 5 PHYLLIS 148 250
TUSCANO, FRANCIS O.i STEPHANIE 129 200 TUSCANO, FRANK 2, MARIE 87 600
TUTTLE, DWIGHT SR.2. HICHAELJ. 156 050 TWOHBLY, ERNEST A. i KATHLEEN E 68 150
ULIANO,JR., EMIL R. i DEBRA S. 159 050 UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 239 000
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 123. 800 UTTER, PHILIP H.4 CHRISTINE 117 300
VAHEY, JOHN E.i CRISTAL 0. 163 650 VAILLANCOURT, PAULINE A. 60 550
VALCICH, DAVID S. k MARIANNE C. 121 350 VANAUKEN, WALLACE J. AND 129 000
VANEVIC, C.DANIEL i MARIANNE 185 150 VANZANT, DAVID P. 4 JUDITH L. 218 900
VARG, DAVID R. 106 150 VENTURA, THOHAS P.
11
500
VERREAULT, RICHARD R. i HARY R. 169 850 VIGEANT, KEITH 4 JANET 123 500
VOIGT, BRUCE A. J LINDA J. 164 550 VYTAL, BARRY J. 4 CINDY VIOLI
WADDELL, ROBERT ft. 151 950 WALKER, BRUCE 4 NANCY
1 r<;
450
WALKER, BYRON i BETTY 180 650 WALKER, BYRON 4 BETTY 6 950
WALKER, GREGG T.i DIANA L. 125 050 WALKER, KENT 129 200
WALKER, PHILIP A. 4 TRACEY L. 147 000 WALKER, JR., CHARLES E. 37 000
WALL, EDWARD i PAULINE 6. 156 200 WALLACE, THOMAS M. 52 750
WALLACE, THOMAS M,i LINDA E. 184 700 WARE, BEN HARRISON 96 100
WARNOCK, STEVEN J.J DIANNA L. 88 950 WARZOCHA, ROBERT L. 4 BARBARA 17 500
WASON, SCOTT C. 106 800 WATERS, GENE F.4 DOROTHY JEAN 152 100
WATKINS, DAVID F. 131 050 WEBB, FOREST H.4 JANET R. 285 400
WEBBER, JUDITH 5 600 WEEKS, LEWIS E. JR.
1
i 800
WEINAND, DAVID A.i VALERIE J. 86 100 WELLMAN, MARK C.4 SANDRA N. 110 700




WEST, WILFRED H.i DORHft E. 17 500 WEST, WILFRED W.4 DORHA E. 252 800
WETHERBEE, HALCCH E. 117 650 WHEELER, LYNETTE 123
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PARCEL OWNER GROSS VALUE PARCEL OWNER GRCSS VALUE
WnEELOCK, HARY E. 135,750 WHITE, BLANCHE 91,550
WHITE, ROBERT S LINDA 185,300 WHITHAM, ALBERT F. AND 55,350
WILEY, FRANCIS E. JR. r CLARA M 144,350 WILKINS, TERENCE H.4 VICKIE E. 138,450
WILLEY, CHARLES 1,600 WILLEY, RYAN 24,750
WILLIAMS, MARC A. 166,600 WILLIAMS, VERNON F. 4 CLAIRE M. 180,950
WILSON, JEFFREY J. 50,600 WILSON, MICHAEL C.4 JANE P. 135,050
WILSON, STEPHEN R.i DIANE C. 127,800 WINEBARGER, ALLAN W.4TAHHY D. 130,100
WINES, ROBERT G.i CYNTHIA T. 103,300 WITHAM, ALBERT 39,500
WITHAH, ALBERT i JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAH, ALBERT i JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAH, ALBERT J JOYCE 18,000 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 2,200
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 4,150
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 13,000
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 80,250
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,500 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 37,850
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 74,100 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 69,000
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 7,150 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 7,150
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 7,150 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,500
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,500 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 7,150
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 17,450 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,500 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 15,900
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 45,550
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 4,150 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,500 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 16,000
WITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 20,100 WOODMAN, HARC C.4 CHERYL J. 152,200
WOODS, H.DONALD 4 MAUREEN E. 93,100 WRIGHT, BRUCE C.4 CATHERINE A. 104,100
YEANY, HYRTLE 1,950 YEANY, MYRTLE 5,350
YEE, WARREN C. 4 LOUISE H. 97,050 YOUNG, DONALD V.4 DONNA L. 141,700
YOUNG, PAUL L. 4 DIANA L. 117,300 ZSIROS, ATTILA 87,750
ZUKAS, KEVIN R.4 LINDA P. 81,450 ZUSTRA, MICHAEL A. 4 KATHERINE 140,100
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SCHOOL DISTRICT REPORTS
OFFICERS OF THE FREMONT SCHOOL DISTRICT
1992-93
SCHOOL BOARD
Barbara Munsey, Chairperson Term Expires 1994
Charles Buhrman Term Expires 1994
Ammmarie Gilligan Term Expires 1993
Michael Miller Term Expires 1995
Christine Kenneway Term Expires 1995
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Robert W. Retchless












STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District In the Town of
Fremont, New Hampshire, qualified to vote In District i,
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Laurence Pettengl 1
1
Hall, Ellis School, in said District on the twentieth day of
March, 1993, at seven o-'clock In the evening to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To hear reports of agents, auditors, and
committees or officers chosen and pass any
vote relating thereto.
2. To see if the School District, pursuant to
RSA 195:18 will vote to create a Cooperative
School District Planning Committee consisting
of three qualified voters of whom at least one
shal 1 be a member of the School Board: and to
see If the District will vote to authorize the
School District Moderator to appoint the
members to the committee.
3. To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $83,000.00 as a
deficit appropriation for the July 1, 1992,
through June 30, 1993, fiscal year to cover
Special Education costs which exceeded the amount
appropriated for that purpose. (Recommended by
the Budget Committee)
4. To see what sum of money the District will
vote to raise and appropriate for the support
of schools, for the payment of salaries for the
School District officials and agents, and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the
District.
5. To transact any other business which may
legally come before this meeting.
SCHOOL WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District In the Town of Fremont, New
Hampshire, qualified to vote In district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall In said District on the
ninth day of March, 1993, at ten o'clock In the forenoon to act upon the
following subjects: (The polls may not close before seven o'clock In
the evening.)
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing
three years.
4. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing
year.
5. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
6. To transact any other business which may legally
come before this meeting.






A true copy of warrant - attest:
FREMONT
SCHOOL BOARD
Given under our hands at said Fremont this Si day of
~^-<!j^\u-t(L,\M^ f 1 993
.
FREMONT -rJKvi3^^,ia Ij. "^ Xxlil ci.u /.
SCHOOL BOARD ^V/ . / ^ 7j




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District In the Town of Fremont, New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall In said District on the
ninth day of March, 1993, at ten o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the
following subjects: (The polls may not close before seven o'clock in
the evening.)
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing
three years.
4. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing
year.
5. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
6. To transact any other business which may legally
come before this meeting.












STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE





BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30 19_94_
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF Fremont , N.H.
BUDGET COMMITTEE DATE
(PiMM sign In I
DISTRIBUTION OF FORMS
BUDGET (RSA 32:7): Forward one signed copy of the budget as approved by the Budget
Committee to the State Dept. of Rev. Admin.














1000 INSTRUCTION XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
1100 Regular Programs 1 ,7'^Q,^=,^ 1 ,367,936 1 ,367,936
1200 Special Program ^nn,nnn 490, S3S 490,535
1300 Vocational Programs n
1400 Other Instructional Programs ^,4qq 3,681 3,681
1600 Adult/Continuing Education
2000 SUPPORT SERVICES XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2100 Pupil Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2110 Attendance & Social Work 7S ?s 9S
2120 Guidance n,Aq-^ IS, 747 1 5,747
2130 Health
1 s 14A 1ft 1^4 1ft 1^4
2140 Psychological n n n
2150 Speech Path. & Audiology 16.903 25.420 25.420
2190 Other Pupil Services
2200 Instructional Staff Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2210 Improvement of Instruction 18.000 18.000 18.000
2220 Educational Media 17.417 15.810 15.810
2240 Other Inst. Staff Services
2300 General Administration XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2310 School Board XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2310 870 Contingency
2310 All Other Objects 13.738 14.517 14.517
2320 Office of Superintendent XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2320 351 S.A.U. Management Serv. 77.590 79.382 79,382
2320 All Other Objects
2330 Special Area Adm. Services
2390 Other Gen. Adm. Services
C-
2400 School Administration Services 77.917 82.992 82.992
2500 Business Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2520 Fiscal
2540 Operation & Maintenance of Plant lOS,!?-! 107,875 107.875
2550 Pupil Transportation 131,406 139,468 139.468
2570 Procurement n
2590 Other Business Services
2600 Managerial Services
2900 Other Support Services 76,667 39,801 39,801
3000 COMMUNITIES SERVICES
4000 FACILITIES ACQUISITIONS & CONST. 1 3 , son
5000 OTHER OUTLAYS n
5100 Debt Service XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
5100 830 Principal 1 Rn jOnn 180,000 180,000
5100 840 Interest 7s,6qn 63,675 63,67S
5200 Fund Transfers
5220 To Federal Projects Fund
5240 To Food Service Fund Ai non 49,418 49,418
5250 To Capital Reserve Fund
5255 To Expendable Trust Fund
1122 Deficit Appropriation p^^^. y^-j 41 nnn 83,000 83,000
— Supplemental Appropriation
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS ?.,'i30.557 2,778,746 2.778.746










REVENUES ft CREDITS AVAILABLE
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES
770 Unreserved Fund Balance U.892 n
3000 Revenue from State Sources xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx




3210 School Building Aid s^.,nnn SA nnn •^ii ^nnn
3220 Area Vocational School n n n
3230 Driver Education n n n
3240 Catastrophic Aid ^T,sns 4-^,snR ^1 sns
3250 Adult Education n n n
3270 Child Nutrition n n n
Other (identify) n n n
4000 Revenue From Federal Source xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
4410 ECIA-I&II n n n
4430 Vocational Education n n n
4450 Adult Education n n n
4460 Child Nutrition Program 7,nnn 7, nnn 7 nnn
4470 Handicapped Program n n n
Other (Identify) n n n
5000 Other Sources xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
5100 Sale of Bonds or Notes
5230 Trans. From Cap. Projects Fund
5250 Trans. From Cap. Reserve Fund
5255 Trans. From Expendable Trust Fund
1000 Local Rev other than Taxes xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
1300 Tuition n n n
1500 Earnings on Investments
1 ,7nn 1 ,9nn 1 ^9nn
1700 Pupil Activities Srhnnl T.nnrh ^L^rtQn TS^AIR ^'^ 41S
Other (Identify)
1 nnn 1 nnn 1 ^nnn
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION (CONTRA)
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS 262.081 295.857 295.857
lUIAL APPROPRIATIONS LESS TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 2,268,476 2,482,889 2,482,889
Enter In these columns the numbers which were revised and approved by DRA and which appear on the current tax rate papers.
10% LIMITATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
(SEE RSA 32:8, 8-a)
Please disclose the following items (to be excluded from the 10% calculation):
. Recommended Amount of Collective Bargaining Cost Items.
(RSA 32:8-a)
RSA 273-A:1,IV " "Cost Item' means any benefit acquired through collective bargaining whose Imple-
mentation requires an appropriation by the legislative body of the public employer with which negotia-
tions are being conducted."
3 — MS-27
SUPPL04EUTAL SCHEDULE -MBA-
LOCAL GCfVEPlNMENTAL UNIT: Fremont School District
FISCAL YEAR ENDING June 30, 1994
10% Limitation per RSA 32:8
1. Total Amt. reconrnended by Budget Connittee 2,778,746
LESS EXCLUSIONS:
2. Principal: Long-Term Bonds & Notes $ 180,000
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes $ 63,675
4. Capital Outlays funded fron Long-Term
Bonds & Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b $
5. Amount reconmended-collective bargaining
cost itans ^ .
6. Amount reccmended-vrater & waste treatment
facilities ordered by water supply &
pollution control ^_ .
7. Mandatory Assessments $.
8. $
9. Ttotal Exclusions (sum of rows 2-8) $ 243,675
lO. Amount Recormended less Exclusions
(Linfe 1 less line 9)
^'^''^'
11. 10% of Amount Reconrnended less Exclusions-
(Line 10 times .10) $ 253,507
12. Add Total Amount Recomnended by Budget
Canrdttee Less Exclusions (line 10) $ 2,535,071
13. Add Amount that is collective bargaining
cost items per RSA 32:8-a $
14. Add Amount that is vrater & waste treatment
facilities ordered by Water Supply &
Pollution Control per RSA 32:10-b $
15. Maximum Amount That May be Appropriated^ " n ,.. ^ t-r- r- 2,788,578(Sum of rows 11-14) •
SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
PETTING! LL HALL ELLIS SCHOOL
MARCH 21 , 1992
Maureen Buhrman, School Moderator, opened the meeting at 2:00 pm.
The Moderator then explained the voting procedure and that at this
meeting the moderator will not entertain an article already voted
on to be reconsidered. Mrs. Buhrman then gave the results o^^ the
March 10th election. The Moderator then read the o-f-ficial School
District Warrant.
ARTICLE I: To hear the reports o-f agents, auditors, committees or
of-ficers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
Doug Murphy moved the article as read, the article was seconded.
Mr. Murphy then read a brie-f report on the Co-Op Study being done
with Chester about a Joint Middle School. He also talked about concerns
regarding the time -for the meeting being changed.
A discussion -followed on the merits o-f keeping the time as voted
on at last years meeting. . --
The Article was called to a vote. r . , ,-,
ARTICLE I WAS PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE II : To see i -f the School District will accept the provisions o-f
RSA 198:20-b, providing that any School District at an Annual Meetingmay
adop t an article authorizing i nde-f i n i te 1 y , uri t i 1 spec i -fie recision o-f
such authority, the School Board to apply -for, accept and expend, without
•further action by the School District, money -from a state, -federal or
other government unit or a private source which becomes available during
the -fiscal year. That such expenditures be made -for purposes -for which
a School • Di str i c t may appropriate money and that such expenditure not
require the expenditure o-f other School District -funds. Further, that
the School Board hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spending
such money. - ,,;
Barbara Munsey moved the article as read, and it was seconded.
The Article was calledtoavote.
'
t 1.- •
ARTICLE II was PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE III : To see if the District will vote, under the provisions o-f
RSA 198-20b, to authorize the School Board to apply -for, accept and
expend without further action by the School District Meeting, money from
any source which becomes available during the 1992-1993 school fiscal
year provided that such expenditure be made for purposes which a School
District may appropriate money and that such expenditure not require the
expenditure of other School District funds. Further, that the School
Board hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such money.
Suzanne l^aloof moved the article as read and it was seconded.
Mrs. Maloof moved to table the article and that was seconded.
Mr. Murphy explained that there was no need for this article,
it was basically the same as Article II.
ARTICLE III was tabled by voice vote.
ARTICLE lU : To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of *77,000.00 as a deficit appropriation for the July 1, 1991,
through the June 30, 1992, fiscal year to cover costs higher than
anticipated for Special Education.
Barbara Munsey moved the article as read and it was seconded.
Mrs. Munsey explained that the total sum needed was ^82,000.00 and
the board was asking for only 477,000.00.
Jim Allen, Budget Committee, stated that Article I'v' was not
recommended by the Budget Committee.
The discussion that followed raised many different questions.
Q= How many children in the Special Ed Program? A = 82
Q= Is all this Special Ed mandated? A =Yes
Q= If the article is defeated where will the money come from to
pay the deficit? A = Regular Education
Qr= Does the State give money for the programs? A = No
Mr. Allen moved to amend Article W to read the f43, 000. 00
recommended by the Budget Committee and it was seconded.
A motion was made to move the Article.
A voice vote was indecisive. A hand count vote was made.
Resul ts of the vote : 132 FOR 75 Against
The Amended Article Passed.
ARTICLE I'v* now reads: To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of *43,000.00 as a deficit appropriation for the
July 1, 1991, through June 30, 1992, fiscal year to cover costs
higher than anticipated for Special Education.
The article was called to a vote. The voice vote was indecisive.
A hand count vote was taken.
Results of the vote: 156 FOR 64 Against
The Amended ARTICLE VJ PASSED.
ARTICLE "v* : To see i -f the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of *3,500.00 (three thousand five hundred dollars) to remove trees,
grade, loam seed and fertilize approximately 60,000.00 (sixty thousand)
square feet of area behind Ellis School, for the installation of a
soccer field and two baseball diamonds.
The discussion that followed dealt with several people speaking on
the unsafe conditions of the field as it is, and that the loam, equipment
and labor for the project were all volunteered.
Mary Stiner stated the Article was not recommended by the Budget
Comm i 1 1 e e .
A motion was made to move the Article.
ARTICLE V was PASSED on voice vote.
ARTICLE "v"! ; To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries
for the School District officials and agents, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District.
Doug Murphy moved that the District raise and appropriate the sum
of * 2,547,329.00 for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries, for the School District officials and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the District, and it was seconded.
Jim Allen, on behalf of the Budget Committee, moved to amend the
Article to read *2, 484 ,057 .00 and it was seconded.
The discussion that followed dealt with the need to provide a good
education verses the tough economic times.
Motion was made to move the amended Article.
Uoice vote was indecisive. A hand count vote was called for.
Results of the vote : 130 FOR 104 Against
ARTICLE UI is amended to read *2,484 ,057 .00
.
Mr. Sherman proposed an amendment for Article 6 to the figure
$2,465,746.00, which is last years figure + 3 1/2 7.
Part of the discussion that followed included the fact that the
Budget Committee figure was wrong. Mr.Retchless said the correct figure
would be picked up at the SAU.
A motion was made to move the amended Article.
'x^oice vote was not decisive, went to a hand vote count.
Results of the vote : 74 For 137 AGAINST
Mr. Sherman's amended article is defeated.
Mrs. Mai oof proposed to amend Article 6 to increase the Budget
Committee's figure by *3 1,636. 00, bringing the Article back up to the
School Board figure of $2,515,693.00, and it was seconded.
A motion was made to move the proposal
.
A hand count vote was taken, the results: 95 For 125 AGAINST
Mrs. Maloo-f's amended Article 6 is de-feated.
A motion was made to move the Article.
A-fter some more discussion, Mr. Buhrman proposed a new -figure -for
Article 6. Mr. Buhrman proposed the -figure *2, 547, 319.
On a voice vote the amended Article 6 was defeated.
A secret paper ballot was to be conducted on the request of 9
registered voters.
The results o-f vote; 179 FOR
Article UI was passed.
61 Aqainst
ARTICLE \)l\ : To transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting.
Mr. Buhrman made a motion to adjourn the meeting, it was seconded.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:45.
Respectfully submitted.
"#OMi
Mary Kate Bar 1 1 ey , njl erk
Fremont School District
RESULTS OF SCHOOL DISTRICT ELECTION
MODERATOR ( 1 ) - One Year Term
Maureen Buhrman* 455 votes
CLERK ( 1 ) - One Year Term
Mary Kate Hartley* 453 votes
TREASURER ( 1 ) - One Year Term
Elizabeth Stanley* 491 votes
SCHOOL BOARD (2) - Three Years Term
Michael Miller* 279 votes
Christine Kenneway* 250 votes
Suzanne Maloof 221 votes
Donald Ryan 215 votes




The 1992-93 school year continues to be very busy and productive
for the School Board. Special emphasis has been placed on
several key areas this school year.
1 • Communication - School Board Members continue to attend
important meetings of town government, school and SAU (Chester-
Epping-Fremont ) committees, and community groups. A cooperative
spirit has developed between the School Board and these various
groups making way for widespan support and improvements for
our school and community. School Board news will continue to
be communicated in the "Community Newsletter", local newspapers,
and postings. In addition. School Board Policy Books are now
available for review in the Town Library and Ellis School.
2. Elementary School - Work continues on curriculum development
to improve content and to ensure continuity within Ellis School
and upon high school entrance. A widespan assessment program
is also in the process of being implemented to help refine
curriculum and instruction. Special emphasis is being placed
on writing and mathematical skills.
3. High School - Rising costs, attributed to increasing
enrollments; tuition rates; and special education students,
have lead to an evaluation of the current high school
arrangement. The main objective has been to have more control
over student outcome and cost. A new short term contract has
been negogiated with Sanborn Regional. Long range planning
discussions have been held with Sanborn Regional, Epping, and
Raymond.
4. Special Education - Due to escalating costs over past years,
'significant time and energy have been devoted to special
education. The special education process in Ellis School has
been completely revamped. All regular and special education
students are now instructed in the regular classroom (inclusion
model). Regular and special education staff are available in
the classroom to adapt instruction, curriculum, or assessment
to meet the needs of all students. Inclusion has two merits;
it benefits all children and it is cost effective. Special
emphasis is being placed on training staff to make inclusion
successful and to prepare for bringing out of district students
back to their home school
.
5. Policy - The main function of the School Board is to develop
policy by which our school operates and our children are
educated. Major policy revisions in school administration and
fiscal management have been adopted. The objective was to
stress: a) the responsibilities of the school administration,
b) the need for detailed and timely budget reports, and c) the
necessity of frugal financial practice.
Several changes in School Board operations have occurred over
the past months.
1 . Resignations - The Board has received resignations from
two members. Douglas Murphy resigned due to an employment
reassignment and Charles Buhrman resigned for health reasons.
2. Meetings - The Board voted to expand the regular School
Board meeting schedule from one meeting to two meetings per
month. Meetings are now scheduled for the first and third
Tuesday of each month at 7:30 p.m. in the Ellis School Library.
In closing, the School Board would like to thank the many people
who contribute their time, resources, and support to make our
community and school special.
Respectively submitted,
Barbara Munsey, Chairman G-Jbttia>lC^' \ vOl>-t-^)CX>^
Christine Kenneway, Vice-Chairman (y/i'U^ ^:^Z<^^,c^ nlyn-'Kl
Michael Miller y^.^^^^/^-*!'''—
^
Annmarie Gilligan C^-z.^ ^^ycO-A^J^. .^..^JCc^^I^a^xfe,.
Superintendent's Report
The 1992-93 school year has been one of change In Central
Office staff. Special Education and Language Arts In grades
1 , 2 and 3.
The School Administrative Unit office has two new faces.
Leslie Derbyshire replaced Mike Mezzocchl as Special
Education Director and Cathy Tree has Joined us as a
part-time secretary. Ms. Derbyshire resides In Manchester,
New Hampshire, and was a Learning Disabilities Specialist In
the Pelham School District. She brings a great deal of
experience working with a mainstream or Inclusionary
program. Ms. Tree resides in Nottingham and was previously
employed at Liberty Mutual Insurance Company.
Our SAU student population of 1,757 is up 26 students over
last year and appears to be stabilizing. There is too
little data to establish if this Is a trend or Just the
result of very poor economic times.
Special Education continues to be an area of concern in all
three districts because of expense and a lack of
understanding by the communities about Federal and State
Laws mandating services. The citizens of our towns must
understand that the education of students with disabilities
is a civil rights issue and is an issue that the Office of
Civil Rights and our courts will deal with if not carried
out. With the signing of the new Disabilities Act Into law
by President Bush, districts will be required to furnish
more services which will increase demand on our resources.
We are continuing to change programs and teacher training
which will allow mainstream programs to be Integrated into
our schools. Although this will allow us to share
resources, the communities must look at public kindergarten
which would address many of the developmental problems that
appear later as special education problems and requires more
resources to correct.
The cost of special education is a substantial part of each
school budget. Some financial aid is received from the
State of New Hampshire and the Federal Government, however,
the larger portion of the expenses are the responsibility of
the local districts and must be paid by the local taxpayer.
Assistant Superintendent Bell reports that one of the major
ways we are supporting the integration of special education
students is through the assessment and constant Improvement
of our Language Arts Program. We are working with ail three
districts to develop extensive blocks of time and the most
efficient use of resources to help children speak, listen,
read, write and think to the best of their ability. We
believe in the integration of all elements of language arts.
We are dedicated to the ongoing development and improvement
of our Language Arts Program. We are supporting and
promoting a process that will both help to integrate special
needs students into the classroom and help all students
reach their highest potential.
The Office of the Superintendent will continue to work with
each of the local communities to improve educational
opportunities for all of your children. We would encourage
parents and citizens of our member districts to become




Robert W. Retch less
Superintendent
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
I am pleased to report to the Fremont community that
1992-1993 has been going extremely well. The students
arrived in September with great enthusiasm and a desire to
increase their academic knowledge.
The enthusiastic students were met by an equally
enthusiastic staff and the results have been a positive
educational atmosphere that produces quality education.
During the last year and into this year the staff of
Ellis School has been diligently working on Assessments of
student progress. In 1991-1992 students in grades 3, 5, and
7 wrote writing samples which were assessed by an S.A.U.
wide committee; Grades 4, 6 and 8 were given an assessment
test in Mathematics and Grades 4 & 8 were administered the
California Achievement Test. The results from these
assessments were used by the classroom teachers to identify
areas of strength and weakness in individual students and
our overall curriculum. This allows us to devote our
energies and resources to improving our curriculum and meet
the needs of the individual students.
In addition to the assessment a curriculum committee in
the area of Social Studies was formed. This committee
identified which areas should be covered at the specific
grade levels and we are now in the process of purchasing
materials to support our new curriculum. Once the purchases
are complete the committee will reconvene and produce a
total written curriculum for Grades 1-8. Looking ahead to
1993-1994 we will be examining our Science curriculum and
with the continued support of the School Board and the
community we will be able to purchase materials to support
the revised Science curriculum.
In the area of student activities I am pleased to
report that the girls and boys basketball teams won the
Championship of the Southeastern New Hampshire Basketball
League. For the first time the students of Ellis School
participated in a Ski program, students in Grades 1-5
attended the Mclntyre Ski Area in Manchester and students in
Grades 6-8 attended the Pat's Peak Ski Area in Henniker.
I am also pleased to announce that the volunteer
program of Ellis School has received the blue Ribbon
Achievement Award. This award is presented to outstanding
school volunteer programs throughout the state.
As you can see by this report we are dedicated to
provide a quality education for the students of Fremont.
With your continued support we will reach this goal.
Respectfully submitted.
Richard F. Tuohy, /^
Principal


















11005613 Tuition Public Schools







11007411 Instructional Equip. /New
11007421 Instr. Equip. /Rep lace
11007511 Instr. Furn./New
11007521 Instr. Furn./Replace





















































112005611 Tuition Handicap $179,210.80




112006351 Reference Books $0.00
112006401 Periodicals $0.00
112006501 Computer Software $0.00
112007411 Instr. Equip. /New $0.00
1200 Special Education Total $430,251.32
1300 Vocational Education
113005611 Tuition Public Schools $0.00
113005633 Tuition Public Academy $0.00
1300 Vocational Education Total $0.00
1400 Other Programs
114001121 Athletic Salaries $1,000.00
114001131 Extracurr, Salaries $850.00
114001201 Tutors $0.00
114002301 PICA $141.52
114003141 Athletic Official $850,00
114004401 Athletic Equip./Repair $0.00
114006101 Supplies $287.34
114007401 Equipment $0.00
114008901 Assembly Programs $0.00
1400 Other Programs Total $3,128.86
1000 Instruction Summary
1100 Regular Education Total $1,073,844.81
1200 Special Education Total $430,251.32
1300 Vocational Educ. Total $0.00
1400 Other Programs Total $3,128.86
1000 Instruction Total $1,507,224.99
2000 SUPPORT SERVICES
2110 Attendance
121101121 Truant Officer $25.00
121102301 PICA $1.91
121103701 Census $1,000.00
2110 Attendance Total $1,026.91
2120 Guidance
121201131 Guidance Salaries $11,645.00
121202301 FICA $890.77
121203501 Cont. Special Service $0.00
121203701 Test Service Scoring $459.72
121203711 Tests Purchase $0.00
121206101 Supplies $42.27
121206351 Reference Supplies $0.00
121206401 Periodicals $0.00
2120 Guidance Total $13,037.76
2130 Health




2130 Health Total $14,478.78
2150 Speech
121501121 Speech Salary $0.00
121502301 PICA $0.00




121507511 Instr. Furniture/New $0.00
2150 Speech Total $13,127.40
2210 Improvement of Instruction
122101121 Staff Development Coord. $300.00
122102301 PICA $22.95
122102701 Course Reimbursement $7,505.00
122102901 I n-Serv Ice/Workshops $726.90
122105801 Staff Exp. /Travel Conf. $3,189.28
122106301 Professional Books $0.00
122106401 Professional Journals $0.00
2210 Improvement of Instr. Total $11,744.13
2220 Educational Media
122201131 Librarian Salary $5,459.61
122202301 PICA $417.55
122204401 Repair of AV Equipment $0.00
122205901 Pllm Rental $0.00
122206101 Supplies $393.43
122206311 Library Books $3,615.90
122206351 Library Reference Books $725.96
122206401 Library News/Magazines $129.30





2220 Educational Media Total $12,926.55
2310 School Board
123101101 School Board Salary $1,600.00
123101111 Moderator $25.00
123101121 Treasurer $325.00
123101131 Board Secretary $280.00
123101151 School District Clerk $55.00
123102301 PICA $153.44
123103801 Legal Expense $2,119.79
123103811 Expense Annual Meeting $0.00
123103821 Auditor $2,950.00
123105221 School Board Llab. $3,602.00
123105231 Fedelity Bond $80.00
123105301 Postage/Telephone $232.77
123105401 Advertising $249.18
123105411 Legal Advertising $116.20
123105501 Printing Annual Meeting $0.00
123106101 Supplies $0.00
123108101 Memberships/Dues $1,821.71
123108901 Other Expenses $3,961.43

































Principal Con f ./Workshop $0.00
Employee Workshop $176.20
Repair Equipment $605.47
Type/Office Mach. Cont. $417.00
School Telephone $3,100.84
School Postage $593.47
Principal Exp. /Travel $124.50
Office Supplies $1,890.05
Admin. Equip. /New $0.00





2540 Operation of Plant
125401181 Custodial Salaries $36,241.60




125404301 Carpet Cleaning $335.40
125404311 Trash Removal $2,136.00
125404331 Heating Controls $247.02
125404351 Recharge Fire Exit $55.00
125404371 Fire Alarm Monitor $1,173.00
125404401 Repair of Equipment $100.00
125404411 Repair of Building $3,703.44
125404421 Repair of Grounds $360.00
125404431 Bells/Clocks/Emerg. Lgts $244.50
125404441 Piano Tuning $40.00
125405201 Multi-peril Insurance $8,872.00
125406101 Custodial Supplies $5,166.23
125406111 Painting Supplies $264.99
125406121 Repair Supplies $75.00
125406131 Supplies for Vehicles $25.00
125406521 Electricity $21,703.45
125406531 Fuel Oil $17,106.62
125406571 Propane Gas $0.00
125407411 Equip. Non- Inst ./New $0.00
125407421 Equip. Non-Inst ./Replace $0.00
125407511 Furniture/New $0.00
125407521 Furniture/Replace $0.00
2540 Operation of Plant Total $100,753.60
2550 Pupil Transportation
125505101 Regular Transportation $72,187.51
125505131 Special Transportation $43,434.89
125505191 Athletic Transportation $1,091.65
2550 Pupil Transportation Total $116,714.05
2900 Benefits
129002111 Health Insurance $17,585.98
129002121 Dental Insurance $1,159.20
129002131 Life Insurance $232.50




129002311 District Med 1 comp $0.00
129002601 Unemployment $471.81
2900 Benefits Total $23,341.93




2150 Speech »1 3, 127.40
2210 Improvement of Instruction $11,744.13
2220 Educational Media $12,926.55
2310 School Board $17,571.52
2320 Office of Superintendent $72,560.00
2400 School Administration $81,304.52
2540 Operation of Plant $100,753.60
2550 Transportation $116,714.05
2900 Benefits $23,341.93
2000 Support Services Total $478,587.15
4100 Facll ities/Acquls. /Const.
141007011 Site/Land Acquis. $0.00
141007021 SI te/Prep./Improvement $0.00
141007031 Arch. /Engineer Fees $0.00
141007041 Remodeling Fac. $43,512.61
4100 Faclllties/Acquls./Const. Total $43,512.61
5100 Debt Service
151008301 Principal on Debt $190,000.00
151008401 Interest on Debt $87,992.50
5000 Other Outlays Total $277,992.50
2560 Food Service
125601181 Cafeteria Salary $15,043.05
125602141 Workers Comp. $152.78
125602301 FICA $1,150.79
125602601 Unemployment $44.94
125604401 Cafeteria Repair $0.00
125606201 Commodities $0.00
125606511 Gas $723.20
125607421 Cafeteria Equip. /Rep lace $0.00
225608001 State Reimbursement $11,844.00
2560 Food Service Total $28,958.76
BUDGET SUMMARY
1-1000 Instruction Total $1,507,224.99
1-2000 Support Services $478,587.15
1-4000 Facit it les/Acquls. /Const, $43,512.61
1-5000 Other Outlays $277,992.50
GENERAL FUND TOTAL $2,307,317.25
2-2560 Food Service $28,958.76
4-5200-000 Accounts Payable Ctrl. $6,484.81
4-5200-100 Payments to be Reimb. $14,104.06
4-5200-230 FICA $763.37
TOTAL BUDGET $2,357,628.25
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
AND
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT ttl4 MEETING
A Public Hearing and a School Administrative Unit #14
Meeting on this proposed budget for School Administrative
Unit #14 will be held on Tuesday, December 8, 1992, 7:30
p.m., at the Epplng Middle/High School.
School Administrative Unit #14 Includes the School
of Chester, Epplng and Fremont.
Districts

















1-2320-580 Outside Unit Expense
1-2320-585 Inside Unit Expense
















































































151008301 Principal on Debt $190,000.00
151008401 Interest on Debt $87,992.50
5000 Other Outlays Total $277,992.50
2560 Food Service
125601181 Cafeteria Salary $15,043.05
125602141 Workers Comp. $152.78
125602301 FICA $1,150.79
125602601 Unemployment $44.94
125604401 Cafeteria Repair $0.00
125606201 Commodities $0.00
125606511 Gas $723.20
125607421 Cafeteria Equip. /Rep lace $0.00
225608001 State Reimbursement $11,844.00
2560 Food Service Total $28,958.76
BUDGET SUMMARY
1-1000 Instruction Total $1,507,224.99
1-2000 Support Services $478,587.15
1-4000 Facltitles/Acquis. /Const. $43,512.61
1-5000 Other Outlays $277,992.50
GENERAL FUND TOTAL $2,307,317.25
2-2560 Food Service $28,958.76
4-5200-000 Accounts Payable Ctrl. $6,484.81
4-5200-100 Payments to be Relmb. $14,104.06
4-5200-230 FICA $763.37
TOTAL BUDGET $2,357,628.25
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
AND
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT ttl4 MEETING
A Public Hearing and a School Administrative Unit ttl4
Meeting on this proposed budget for School Administrative
Unit #14 will be held on Tuesday, December 8, 1992, 7:30
p.m., at the Epping Middle/High School.
School Administrative Unit ttl4 includes the School Districts
of Chester, Epping and Fremont.
1993-94 SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #14 BUDGET
(Prellmi nary)
1-2320-110 SAU Officers $ 340.00
1-2320-111 Administrat ion 160,306.00
1-2320-115 Staff 81,606.00




1-2320-340 Staff Development 1,525.00
1-2320-360 Computer 3,000.00
1-2320-380 Legal Fees 1 ,250.00
1-2320-430 Office Cleaning 2,328.00
1-2320-440 Service Contracts 2,036.00
1-2320-451 Rent 9,279.00
1-2320-530 Postage 2.325.00
1-2320-540 Publ icat ions 600.00
1-2320-580 Outside Unit Expense 3,000.00
1-2320-585 Inside Unit Expense 7,440.00
1-2320-610 Office Suppl ies 6,000.00
1-2320-650 Util itles 8,465.00
1-2320-655 Heat 2,369.00
1-2320-660 Dues 1,721.00
























rcent Pupl l3 Percent Percent
32.1 310.90 21.58 26.84
44.1 818.70 56.84 50.47
23.8 311.00 21.58 22.69
1993-94 District Apportionment
1991





$455,286,426 100.0 1,440.60 100.00 100.00
^Average Daily Membership




School Administrative Unit #14
Administrative Salaries
1993-1994
Share of Share of
Superintendent's Asst . Supt
District Salary Salary
26.84% Chester $17,251 $14,663
50.47% Epping 32,439 27,573
22.69% Fremont 14.584 12,396
$64,274 $54,632
Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord. N.H. 03301 (603) 225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
Fremont School District
Fremont, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements and the
combining and individual fund financial statements of the Fremont School District
as of and for the year ended June 30, 1992, as listed in the table of contents.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the School District's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount
that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Assets Account Group
results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above paragraph, the
general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Fremont School District as of
June 30, 1992, and the results of its operations (and cash flows of and
nonexpendable trust funds) for the year then ended in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles. Also, in our opinion, the combining and
individual fund financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of each of the individual funds of the
School District as of June 30, 1992, and the results of operations of such funds
for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
October 1, 1992 ^^^^-^,^'r,,xf-' <^-*i-t^«5ci.«I;>^
EXHIBIT B
FREMONT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds


























Total Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources Over fUnder)
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Fund Balances - July 1











































































$ 54.977 $ 92.814
The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
ELLIS SCHOOL STATISTICAL DATA 1991-92
Number of Different Pupils Registered 357
Average Daily Membership 340.9
Average Dally Attendance 326.0
Average Dally Absence 14.9
Average Percent Attendance 95.6%
Number Completed Grade 8 28
ELLIS SCHOOL SEPTEMBER ENROLLMENT - 1992
Grade 1 42 Grade 4 45
Grade 2 48 Grade 6 28
Grade 3 50 Grade 7 42
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August X 31
September (20) X X 1 2 3
X 7 8 9 10
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1
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12 3
6 7 6 9 10
13 14 15 16 17
20 21 22 X X
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JANUARY 17 Civil Rights Day
JANUARY 28 Teacher In-Service Day
FEBRUARY 21-25 Mid-Winter Vacation
MARCH 25 Teacher In-Service Day
APRIL 25-29 Spring Vacation
MAY 30. Memorial Day
All Elementary Student Days to Include 5
M T W T F
1 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11
14 15 16 17 18
X
28
X X X X
1 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11
14 15 16 17 18
21 22 23 24 X
28 29 30 31
1
4 5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 22
X X X X X
2 3 4 5 6
9 10 11 12 13
16 17 18 19 20
23 24 25 26 27
X 31
1 2 3
6 7 8 9 10
13 14 15 16 17
ii n ^ H *
X X X X
SAU Luncheon
Teacher Preparation Day







JUNE 17 Last day of









1/4 Hours of Instructional


















Although the Meeting House has appeared on the Town Report in prior years, it was
decided that this is special time to again focus attention on this historic structure.
In 1992, the Fremont Historical Society was able to achieve its fund raising goal for
restoration of the Meeting House. The work has begun and it is anticipated that a spring
or early summer open house event will be held commemorating the completion of the
work. The dedication of the Fremont Historical Society and all the individuals and families
that contributed to the restoration has made the achievement of their goal possible. The
Town of Fremont is enriched because of your efforts.
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE
TOWN OF FREMONT






TOWN OF FREMONT, NH 03044
EMERGENCY NUMBERS
POLICE 679-2225
F!RE 895-2512
AMBULANCE 895-3384
